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Nintendo Poner 8

lets you go behind

the screens!

Nintendo Power Magazine gives you

the power to get into your games, and

now you can triple your power with a

1-year subscription! Just $15 buys 12

power-packed issues - that’s about

three times as many as it’ll buy at the

newsstand price. Plus we'll give you

the FREE Player's Guide of your choice!

Each issue is packed with exclusive

tips and maps you'll need to power

through every level of your favorite

games -- it’s inside information

straight from the pros, and you’ll only

find it in Nintendo Power!
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Put your scores in orbit with

the litmate ty source - a lintendo

Player’s Glide! Choose one FREE with

you- SB aijscriptjon.

NES GAME ATLAS (code 509) - 180 pages of

complete maps for 18 best-sefcg games!

GAME BOY (code 510) - features maps, tvs

and strategies for owr 130 action hits!

MARIO MANIA (code 511) - 170 pages ndudng

iHlepth desorptions of Siper Mario Wort*

SUPER NES (code 512) - 160 pages of inside

information on the hot new games far ttis

l&titpowertnuse!
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? Xinfgtula systems. a Top 20 bil list

union comics ami Ions more — don

— subscribe today!
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first look al all tin

lit.
YES, Get me real POWER!

YES! SEND ME 24 ISSUES OVER 2 YEARS -

Plus my FREE Player’s Guide. Forjust $30 U.S.I

$44.94 Canadian Fluids (includes 7% GST).*

YES! SEND ME 12 ISSUES OVER 1 YEAR -

Plus my FREE Players Guide. Forjust $15 U.SJ
$22.47 Canadian Fiwds (includes 7% GST).*

'

Washington State residents Mm sales tar total $32.46 tor a 2-year subscription and $1623 for 1 year.

;E YOUR PLAYER'S GUIDE: (check one)

O NES Game Atlas(509) [U Game Boy (510)

D Mario Mania (511) Super NES (512)

Please complete and mail this order form to: ttntendo Power Magazine, Attn. Subscrption

Dept, P.0. Bo* 97043, Rednond, WA 98073-9743. Please alow lev to six weeks tor delivery.

Please print clearly with ink:

I’m payingfor my subscription by (Please check one):

Check or Money Order (Payable to Nintendo) VISA MasterCard



More power than

you’ve ever seen

before!

NES GAME ATLAS (code 509)

GAME BOV (code 510)

MARIO MANIA (code 5U)

SUPER NES (code 512)



PUNISH
YOUR
FATHER
WHEN HE
GETS HOME

CNintendcQ

It's time to lay down the law.

in his briefcase on its way
home. You've given him his

chances, but now it's time for

missing...again. Who knows

work bench in the garage,

under his recliner in the den.

him to get his own Game
Boy. He's lucky that it's also

where you'll find it—on his

time for Father's Day.

So your Game Boy’s
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magazine on a regular basis. I love it. I

was wondering if Nintendo Power will

ever go bi-monthly? Your mag is the

best. Why did you start to have more
comics? They’re a great idea! My com-
pliments to the artists. Keep up the

good work.

Mike Sass

West Babylon, NY

I’m writing about
your Super Mario Bros, and Zelda
comic strips. I think they add a twist

and excitement to the magazine. It

makes me want the next issue. There

are not only new reviews and write-ups

on the hottest games, but also totally

cool comics on Zelda and the Super

Mario Bros. I hope these comics will

lead to expansion and new surprises.

Nintendo Power is a “must have” mag-
azine to all players across the USA and
Canada.

David Richman
Philadelphia, PA

I love your new
comics. The Super Mario Bros, are

good, but I like the Legend of Zelda

the best. You have a great magazine.

Keep up the good work!

J.R. Snelson

As you know, the format of Nintendo Power changed last

January. Since that time, we’ve received hundreds of letters from
readers who have submitted their opinions about the changes which

were made. As you might expect, they ranged from “Totally Bogus!” to

“Totally Cool!” A majority of the people who responded to the changes were

in favor of them. If you’d like a visual representation of how readers responded,

please look on page 1 1 5 in Volume 34. Here are a few of the comments which we
have received about the recent changes.

i Iiave bEEN a l like what you
subscriber to Nintendo Power for many
years. Almost since the beginning.

Changing is good, but you have been

ruining the quality of your product.

Why do you have comics in a gaming

magazine? If I wanted to read comics, I

would buy a comic book. Make a sepa-

rate magazine for your comics so the

comics will not take up space which
could be used for game reviews. What’s

the point of George and Rob? I don’t

care about two guys’ opinions on
games. Why not use the pages for more
game tips? I plan on buying a Super

NES or a Genesis. If you cut out the

comics and put in reviews on games for

the Super NES, I might decide to buy a

Super NES and not a Genesis. I may
not speak for everyone, but my friends

who get your magazine strongly dislike

the “NEW” Nintendo Power.

Mike Vess

Baltimore, MD

did to the new issues of Nintendo
Power. Nester’s Adventures is as funny

as Howard and Nester used to be, but I

and some others still prefer the first

one.

Amit Jain

Artesia, CA

I’ve been sub-
scribing to Nintendo Power for two
years. I have to say that I’m disappoint-

ed with the changes you have made in

your magazine. Like all the comics and
having half of the magazine being on
Super NES. Why don’t you make a

whole different magazine for the Super

NES? You’ll make more money and I

won’t be paying for Super NES tips or

ten comics per issue. Would you please

do something?

Mike Kelly

Playing video games is a lot of fun, but we all need to bal-

ance our free time with other activities. We're proud of

our fans who get good grades, take music lessons, play

sports and still can be counted among our outstanding

Power Rayers. Write in and tell us about all of the things

you do in a day. We'd like to know how you manage your Redmond, WA 98073-9733
time between game playing and other pursuits.

Nintendo Power
Player's Pulse

P.O. Box 97033
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Coshocton, Ohio resident Jeremy
Welch was the lucky winner of our

NBA All Star Weekend Contest.
Jeremy and his father, Gary, flew to

Orlando, Florida and attended the

NBA festivities courtesy of Electronic

Arts, February 7-9. As luck would have

it, they were witness to one of the most

exciting All Star games ever!

Jeremy hung out at the big game with some of

the biggest names in the NBA. Here he's pic-

tured with the Charlotte team mascot. Ask him
about the Slam Dunk Contest if you see him! A trip to Orlando wouldn't be complete if you

didn't visit Disney Worldl

EDITOR'S CORNER

Everyone here at Nintendo Power is extremely excited

about the amount of positive response we have
received concerning the changes recendy made to the

format of the magazine. We realize that the changes

were not exacdy what some people wanted to see, but

this can happen when anything changes. Nintendo
Power is committed to providing the best game play

assistance available in a magazine format. We also go

to great lengths togive readers as much entertainment

value as possible. Tne comments of all the readers who
took the time to write, call our Consumer Service

department and send in their Player’s Poll

Questionnaire cards are gready appreciated. We look

forward to hearing a lot more from you!

Gail Tilden

Editor in Chief

PHONE DIRECTORY

NINTENDO POWER

SUBSCRIPTIONS

1-800-521-0900
Subscriptions and
renewals only. 24 hours

a day, 7 days a week

CONSUMER SERVICE

1-800-255-3700
(TDD 1-800-422-4281)

GAME COUNSELING

1-206-885-7529
(TDD 1-206-883-9714)
Stumped by game? Call out

Gama Counselors (or help

between 4am and midnight Pacific

time, Monday through Saturday or

8am and 5pm Sunday. It's long dis-

tance, so before you call, be sure

to get permission from whomever

pays the bill.
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Those mindless Lemmings are at it again, this time on your NES.
SunSoft’s new mind-boggler makes you responsible for the welfare of
ships full of rowdy rodents
who have no idea where
they’re going—they just know
they’re going. They’ll be go-

ing, going, gone if they walk off the edge of the
earth, so you’ll have to decide how to guide
them safely to their destinations. Time ticks
away as you assign some of them special skills

to turn the hapless horde into saved souls, so
think fast before they become a group of
goners.

1 : FOUR LEVELB
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SOME&OVY HAS
TO VO THE THINKING!

LEMMINGS CAN LEARN •

LEMMINGS

QLIMGEF
Is there a mountain or wall in the

way? Lemmings can learn to

! Climb the steepest obstacles with

ease. And once they learn this

|

skill, they never forget. They’ll

Climb anything that gets in the

I

way, so keep an eye on them.

GCMGEF
Bombers make the ultimate sacri-

fice for the cause.When assigned,

they count down from five and

explode. If you time it right

they’ll blast through obstacles

and clear the way for the others.

Obviously, they only Bomb once.

GUILQEF
When you need a bridge or some
steps, call on the Lemming handy-

man, the Builder. You have to

keep a close watch on him,

though. He’ll pound away for a

while, then walk off the job

unless you make him stick to it.

MINEF
Lemming Miners don’t look for

gold— they’re just trying to find

an opening. They dig down at an

angle in whichever direction

they’re going when you assign the

skill, and they keep going until

the tunnel is complete.

FLCATEF
Lemmings can fall only so far

without going “splat,” so if it

looks like they’re coming to a big

drop, give them umbrellas so they

can Float to a safe landing. Like

Climbing, Floating is a skill that

they’ll always keep.

GLCQKEF
When the Lemmings run into a

Blocker, they turn around and
head in the opposite direction.

They can keep the gang from
walking off the plank, but once

they’re set, they stay. You’ll have

to blast them in the end.

GASFEF
If you need brute strength, a

Basher is your man. When he

comes up against a solid wall, he’ll

get the arms moving and tunnel

on through.When you assign this

skill, put your cursor precisely

where he should start Bashing.

DIGGEF
Diggers are no-nonsense work

horses who take on the dirtiest

chores. They tunnel straight

down through all sorts offooting,

and they keep Digging until they

see the light of day— or until you

assign them different skills.

SLICK TRICKS

PAUSE GLAST ’EM
When timing’s

tight, put the game
on pause so you can

move your cursor

to a critical place.

Don’t wait for U
the ticker to m
run out. Use

™
the Annihilate

command
blow Blockers



ORIGINS ANV LEMMINGS

Fun Level 13 takes fast fin-

gers. You’ll have to find a

way through the three giant

columns to the ship on the

far right, and ifyour Mining
isn’t started and stopped in

precisely the right place,

you’re liable to end up in the

drink.

LEVEL OATA

NUMBER OF LEMMINGS 14

NUMBER TO BE SAVED 10

RELEASE RATE

TIME 4 MINUTES

SKILLS

CUMBERS 5

BOMBERS 5

BUILDERh 5

MINERS 5

FLOATERS 5

BLOCKERS 5

BASHERS 5

DIGGERS 5

uri
Your goal in this level is to

Bash your way through the

bricks to reach the ship on
the lower left. You have to

time it carefully to get Bash-

ers to start tunneling in the

right place. Try to assign the

skill about two steps from

the Bashing site.

UEVELJlAjA

NUMBER OF LEMMINGS 14

NUMBER TO BE SAVED 0

RELEASE RATE 50

TIME 4 MINUTES

SKILLS

CUMBERS 0

BOMBERS 8

BUILDERS 8

MINERS 0

FLOATERS 0

BLOCKERS 8

BASHERS 8

DIGGERS 0

I GET TWA1 LEMMING EEELING

Set a Blocker on the right, then move the cursor left and start Bashing towards the ship. Set a Blocker

between your Basher and the rest of the group before you reach the first big vertical opening so you'll

have time to Build a bridge across it. Continue Bashing through the last two columns, then go back and

Bomb the Blocker out of the way.

?vvvK-:- o";

v
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With a release rate of 99, in

Level 21, you must move fast

to set Blockers and Build

bridges. Your Lemmings
have to negotiate a mesh
fence and a strange wire spi-

ral that leads down to the

waiting ship. Make them
wait while one worker pre-

pares the path.

LEMMINGS
LEMMINGS
EVERYWHERE

BOMBERS 5 BLOCKERS 5

BUILDERS 5 BASHERS 0

MINERS 5 DIGGERS 0

There is no margin for error

in this level, since you have

to save both Lemmings, but

the solution is really simple.

You have to keep them both

occupied— even if their tasks

are unnecessary— so they

won’t go wandering off

ledges.

LEVEL DATA
NUMBER OF LEMMINGS 4

NUMBER TO BE SAVED 0

RELEASE RATE 30

TIME 3 MINUTES

SKILLS

CLIMBERS10 FLOATERS 10

BOMBERS 10 BL0CKERS10

BUILDERS 10 BASHERS 10

MINERS 10 DIGGERS 10

TWO TOR LEMMINGTON SPA

Make the first Lemming begin Building at the edge of the first platform, then

immediately move your cursor left and make the second one Build, too. By the

time the second Lemming stops Building, the first will have finished a bridge to

the next platform. Start both of them Building again, just like you did before.

11



I
It’s a good thing that you

have to save only four Lem-
mings in this level! High

voltage sections of wire fry

anyone who tries to walk

across them, and Digging

results in drowned rats.

You’ll have to do some fancy

Building to reach the ship

over on the right.

LEMMING ANV LIME

m
You’ll have to keep close tabs

on your Builder in Tricky

Level 5. Move quickly to

make one or two of the free

falling Lemmings Float to

safety. Sad to say, the rest of

them are goners. Don’t try to

save too many— they’ll get in

your way as you try to build

your ramps.

LEVEL BATA
NUMBER OF LEMMINGS 14

NUMBER TO BE SAVED 1

RELEASE RATE 20

TIME 5 MINUTES

CLIMBERS12

BOMBERS 12

BUILDERS 12

MINERS 12

FLOATERS 12

BL0CKERS12

BASHERS 12

DIGGERS 12

LEMMING I SCREAM

Make a couple of the Lemmings Float then get them Building up to the right then the left. Now, Build over to

the fence, then Mine and Bash your way towards the ship. When you reach the edge of the fence, Build a bridge

up to safety. It's a good thing that you had to save only one of your Lemmings this time!

1 2 NINTENDO POWER



The ship is just below where

your Lemmings are released

in Tricky Level 7, but getting

them to it safely takes several

steps. Here’s another case

where you’ll send one dili-

gent worker on ahead to

Build and Bash his way to

the ship.

mBT' Vi"

THEY JUST
KEEP ON
COMING

SKI is
1

CLIMBERS 6 FLOATERS 6

BOMBERS 6 BLOCKERS 6

BUILDERS 6 BASHERS 6

MINERS 0 DIGGERS 0

NUMBER OF LEMMINGS14

NUMBER TO BE SAVED 13

RELEASE RATE

TIME 4 MINUTES

This level looks familiar, but

this time you have to save all

of your Lemmings, so you
can’t set any Blockers or do
any Bombing. Instead, you’ll

have to do some fancy Build-

ing and fast Bashing.

LEVtt OAR
NUMBER OF LEMMINGS 14

NUMBER TO BE SAVED 40

RELEASE RATE 10

TIME 3 MINUTES

SHILLS

CLIMBERS 2

BOMBERS 5

BUILDERS 5

MINERS 2

FLOATERS 0

BLOCKERS 5

BASHERS 2

DIGGERS 2

/ HAVE THIS CUNNING PLAN

13



You have a lone Lemming to

rescue this time so the pace

isn’t as frenzied as it was in

some levels, but he’ll have to

be a jack-of-all-trades to

safely circle around and

climb back up to the ship.

LEVEL 3ATA

NUMBER OF LEMMINGS 1

NUMBER TO BE SAVED 1

RELEASE RATE 1

TIME 4 MINUTES

SKILLS

CLIMBERS 6 FLOATERS 6

BOMBERS 6 BLOCKERS 6

BUILDERS 6 BASHERS 0

MINERS 0 DIGGERS 0

ICEV LEMMING

Level 25 has you stepping on
stones on your way to the

ship. Start Building your

bridges at just the right point

or you’ll run out of Builders

and end up in the drink.

First, set a Blocker on the

right, then let one Lemming
pass and set another on the

left.

LEMMING GOOD EUN

Set a Blocker on the right, then let a Lemming pass and set another on the left. The one you let go will be your

master Builder. Start a bridge near the bottom of the left slope, then put your cursor just past the tip of the

LEVEL BATA
NUMBER OF LEMMINGS 14

NUMBER TO BE SAVED 12

RELEASE RATE 50

TIME 4 MINUTES

SKILLS

CLIMBERS10 FLOATERS 10

BOMBERS 10 BL0CKERS10

BUILDERS 10 BASHERS 10

MINERS 10 DIGGERS 10

next stone. Keep Building from stone to stone until you reach the ship on the right.

1 4 NINTENDO POWER



LEMMINGS

Mind your moves and take

advantage of the Pause But-

ton in Taxing Level 2. It

looks impossible, but it can

be done. Really. It takes

some mighty exact timing

and assigning of skills, so

don’t get discouraged if it

takes several attempts to get

it just right.

MIND YOUR
LEVEL

2

LEVEL AT THE STEEL WORKS
1

Hold on to your hat— you’re

about to experience may-
hem. From their release on
the left, the Lemmings have

to cross a lot of terrain to get

to their ship. Precise place-

ment of Bridges is the key to

success, and ifyou lose track

ofyour Builder, he’ll walk off

into the water.

1

NUMBER OF LEMMINGS14

NUMBER TO BE SAVED 20

RELEASE RATE 50

TIME 6 MINUTES

CLIMBERS 0 FLOATERS 1

BOMBERS 20 BLOCKERS 20

BUILDERS 20 BASHERS 20

MINERS 20 DIGGERS 20

Float a Lemming down on the right, then trap the others that are above between Blockers. Build a landing

ramp towards the tower, then go right. Avoid getting stuck in the cubbyhole by Building a ramp off the block

above it, then Build over to the blocks on the right. Build a network of ramps to the top. When they’re in

place, set your pals free.



WHERE DRAGONS DARE
They have always been the ultimate creatures of myth; fire-breathing, winged,
scaled and bigger than castles-dragons! TCI introduces a new kind of fantasy
experience with DragonStrike wherein these beasts of myth come to life. You'll
control one of three kinds of good dragons in missions to free the captive land of
Ansalon. Master the skills of flying high and low, around mountains and between
canyon walls. You'll also face an onslaught of archers, cannons and other enemies.
Two players can play alternating battles and password codes let you save your pro-
gress through 14 missions.

1 6 NINTENDO POWER



YOUR FIRST MISSION IS

TO ENGAGE THREE
WHITE DRAGON SCOUTS

Dragon Master Tip: This mission is eosy to

complete, so use it to hone your flying and

fighting skills. One of the best strategies is

to cover small areas of the map at a time.

fillupyour!
DRAGON

Items arc essential to victory. Many of

the stages are so packed with enemies

that even the best maneuvered dragon
will take hits. Hearts refill some or all of

your energy whereas the Wings
speed up your mount Special items

like the Diamond increase die power
of your shots, while the Arrow makes
you invincible to attack. Concentrate

first on looking for

items rather than

searching out the

,

final guardian. Many areas

are so crowded that you’ll

need multiple refills to see

you through to the end.
"ir

^ &
WWv

W ise dragon knights use the Forest region to master the

control of their beasts. Here you should practice

attacking ground targets like archers and catapults and avoid-

ing obstacles like trees and cliffs. Flying low between the trees

allows sneak attacks on ground forces.

INTRO TO DRAGON RIDING
The trickiest part ofcontrolling a dragon in flight and during

battle is judging altitude. Practice quick changes in altitude.

Learn to attack targets low and escape high.

Dragons duel with

paralyzing gas and

fireballs, lightning or

Items may appear after

a foe is defeated. Pick

17



T he dark Swamp
hides many secrets,

the most dangerous

being the Black Dragon.

The tiny archers on the

ground provide your

first target, but watch

out for the giant dra-

gonflies and other swamp creatures. The Black Dragon only

appears after you’ve destroyed many enemies.

FIND AND DEFEAT THE
BLACK DRAGON THAT
HIDES IN THE SWAMP.

Dragon Master Tip: Move slowly

across the map, clearing each area o
enemies, but don't expect Hearts or

other items. Conserve your strength.

^ he Seashore swarms with your

. enemies, but there are treas-

taking out the ships, defeat a Red Dra-

gon and win a Red Heart to fill up your Health Meter. You’ll

need that extra strength for when you battle Kraken.

The Black Dragon appears

in the upper portion of the

Swamp after you've

destroyed several minor

1 8 NINTENDO POWER



4 CANTON 5 ICE

&SNOW

T he Canyon is

more formida-

ble than it looks.

You’ll find rock-

throwing giants on

every ledge and swift

bats zeroing in on
your dragon. When
multiple enemies

engage, freeze some
of them with Para-

lyze Gas.

T here are many
dragon foes

here, but quick turn-

ing will keep you out

of the line of fire.

Always make several

turns while ap-

proaching a target,

or approach at a

right angle and turn

at the last moment.

The Castle is defended by

Wide channels of ice are bordered

by icy cliffs. Atop the cliffs are trees

that can cause a lot of damage if

you're not careful.

NAVIGATE
THROUGH THE
TREACHEROUS
CANYONS AND
DESTROY THE

ENDURE THE
COLO LANDS

OF THE SOUTH.
DESTROY THE

ICE SKIFFS AND
THE ICEWALL
FORTRESS.

OCEAN
SEEK OUT THE ENEMY
BOATS AND GALLEON

BEFORE IT CAN
REACH OUR SHORES.

T he Ocean Fleet is like a

flock of sitting ducks,

ripe for the plucking. Ignore

the green monsters and

attack Red Dragons to earn

items. The Water Skippers

are easy to avoid, but danger-

ous if touched.

19



FREE THE CAPTURED
CITY FROM THE

BLUE DRAGONS AND
THEIR MASTER.

Dragon Master Tip: Avoid all attackers by
dodging and slaying low while flying to the

open square ol the top of the stage. Once in

the Square, you can easily defeat the Blue

Dragons and lake their items, then the final

guardian appears in the square.

T he city is one of the toughest areas.

The streets are narrow and there

are Blue Dragons everywhere.

odge stones and tornadoes until

you meet the Red Dragon.

DESTROY THE
FLYING CITADEL

THAT LIES

BEYOND THE
FOREST.

ground enemies neor the

top of the stage, then

F lying Griffins make this stage a

challenge for any Dragon Knight.

Destroy the Griffins and move on to

the final Fortress.

20 NINTENDO POWER



CITY
T he second city has been overrun by Green Dragons and

their masters. The people of the town have also turned

against you. Watch out for Arrow Cannons on rooftops.

T his desert is full

of magic and

danger. Wizards on

flying carpets swoop

down, casting spells

while tornadoes whis-

tle by. Catapults and

Stone-throwers hurl

missiles from below.

Try a strategy ofshift-

ing altitudes.

valuable

-ith tornadoes

The quest to restore Ansalon continues. As the heroic
Dragon Knight flies onward, he must face the land of
volcanoes where a being named Efretts j
dwells in fire. Then he shall visit the Astral
Plane beyond the mortal coil of Earth.
Finally, there is the Abyss and the Queen

” *

ofDarkness who is protected by a maze of
steel chains and all the evil clans of dra-

gons. Here he shall make his stand or fall ^
into blackness.

'

RETAKE THE
CITY FROM
THE GREEN
DRAGONS.

ENGAGE THE
MAGES ON

FLYING CARPETS
AND DESTROY
THE DEATH
DRAGON.

Thes cond city is tougher than the

eware of the walls with

f Green Dragons.



including myself, could hope

Dr. Livingston disappeared into the Congo in

1860
,
leaving behind his diary and a mysterious

map. His whereabouts remained unknown for ten

years, until an intrepid newspaper reporter, Stan-

ley, set out to follow his footsteps. This exotic pass-

word game from Electrobrain is part

action and part RPG.



Your mission is to track down Dr. Livingston. According and Rope, the Bridge Map, a Shield and a Fist. Plant your

to his notes, he was lost while in search of the legendary flag in each sector ofArea One to mark the tracks ofyour
lost Temple ofAm-Zutuk. After the ship drops you off in exploration.

Port Harken, search Area One. Be sure to find the Grapnel

Dr. Livingston lost this valuable^!
_ _ U

piece of equipment somewherei^^^^^HBi
in Area One. You must find it or you will have no
hope of finding him.

Search to the right of Port Harken. The people of the jungle store

sacred objects in small temples called Kelkas. This one conceals

the Bridge Mop.:t the Grapnel from your subscreen. Step don
Up and B. It only works in certain places. Ke

The gate at the entrance to Area Three

is guarded by evil Mortuks. You must
find another way to get in and find

the special stones that will defeat

them.

The Mortuks cannot be defec

ed without the Gemstones.

In the Village of ^HgOTlI
Regna, the Prin-

cess Maiden will HHm
tell you where to find the key

to the Kelka.

There is a large map on the wall of the Kelka. It will show
the location of the secret passage to Area Three. This is the

only way into Area Three until you have the Gemstones.

After you get the Gemstones come back through the pas-

sage and use them to defeat the Mortuks.

This Area requires a lot of doubling

back. Talk to the Chief before and
after defeating the Mortuks. This Area

contains another important Temple.

the Kelka to get to the Vessel!The Chief will share some
valuable information. He I

knows the location of the

Seal that opens the Kelka.

You can climb over w
filled with Spirit Magic. The exact location

shown on the map inside. With this magic you can walk through

certain walls. Very useful!

These shields

GRAPNEL

CHIEF OF OBENDO SPIRIT MAGIC

BRIDGE MAP
The jungle people are the custodians of objects

left behind by Dr. Livingston. You must find this



There is plenty to do in this

Area. Use your Gemstones
sparingly; you will need

them later.

Kinwdf.if.iimi
Talk to the man of the Village. Look to

the west ofOneto for the Water Stones

in a cave. You will have to defeat a

ghosdy tiger.

Talk to Tinok. It will take ' *

three Water Stones to restore

the water to the fountain.

Find the cave west of town and defeat the tiger, then

bring back the Stones. If you are successful, Tinok
will give you the Shield. Only then will you have a

chance in the Demon Hall.Use the IV,/!
Shield to

conquer the Demon Hall.

Then go to the Kelka and
find the Gate Key. Use the

Key to exit through the

gate to Area Five.

There are two tasks to accomplish in

Area Five. Fight the Gut to get the Key
to the Kelka, and get the Gate Key from

inside. Be sure to find the Blowgun in

this Area.

Behind the Waterfall ! aP(ipfV$l
is a little old lady. If

you have collected a gourd during your

travels, she will give you a clue. You
must talk to her before you can find the

Gut.

Defeat him to get the Key to

the Kelka. Inside is the Gatei

Key, a necessary item for'

admittance to Area Six.

Your mission in this Area is to obtain

the Power of the Cranis and to find the

all important Lightning Stones. At the

Kelka you will find arrows and the key

that will enable you to get under the

Lake.

You must defeat the Cranis to receive his Power. Do
this before you go to the Kelka.

There is a cave northwest of the Kelka.

The Lightning Stones are inside. Ifyou
ever find the final Temple you will need

to have these to win the game.

THE DEMON

POWER OF THE CRANIS



The moves get tougher and tougher in this Area! You
should have your Grapnel and be well versed in its use

by now. Keep talking to everyone.
Have a nice talk with the Giant Heads’

Keeper. He knows a lot of useful gossip.

He’ll help you find some important]

weapons and other items in this area.)

You can knock out the center Head.

Jump on him without using the Gyro.

This is the final area of the game. Ifyou

are going to find Dr. Livingston, this

will be the place. You must have four

Obelisk Keys to gain access to Am-
Zutuk.

You must find the four

Obelisks around the

Temple, then go inside

out for nu-

Try the entrance in the

far upper right.

Collect the two

lightning stones

and return to the

bottom.

merous traps.

Duck the first shot

and then jump the

next two shots. Use
the Golden Fist.

Find this in Area

Eight. You need it

before you attempt to

enter the Temple or

you’ll bejoqstli^-p-pp

GIANT HEADS

MAKE THE JUMP

OBELISKS ENTRANCES LIGHTNING

FIGHTALNUK GUARDS

IRON BREAST PLATE

WORM PIT :
:
T1 .

• "1
'-'f

This is the most dangerous part ofMasza. By
now you may suspect that there are evil

forces at work to impede your progress. You :

may be right! Use all the weapons you have
!

collected and time your jumps carefully! !

gig
snfH gSj

Up :



Robin Hood
Prince of Thieves

From AqENT #712
Complete Passwords
Last issue we let you know that Robin Hood: Prince of
Thieves includes a password mode. Now, we can provide

you with the complete list of compatible passwords. By
making use of the password feature, you can warp to 17

various points in the game. On the title screen, press the A
Button eight times and the B Button eight times. You’ll

then be asked to enter your password. Passwords are related

to the names of the places or scenes in the game. The
password CATACOMB, for example, takes you to the dark

catacombs outside ofthe Arabian prison. What follows is a

list ofthe other passwords. Enter them and see where they’ll

take you.

WALL MASTER
LOCKSLEY TAX
DUBOIS POND
CHASE VILLAGE
CATHEDRA CELTS
BOAR TOWN
WELL TOWNHANG
CHAPEL CASTLEIN

From AqENT #827
Bonus Lives
Our agents have discovered a code which will give you full

energy and sue Kats in reserve at any point in the game.
While you’re playing, press the Start Button to pause the

action. Then press and hold Down on the Control Pad and
the A and B Buttons and press the Start Button to resume
the game.

PtfNQIMRRZ
From AqENT #777

Dyno-Change
You can take a look at the mechanical dinosaursofDynowarz
without ever leaving the tide screen. Enter the digits 7777
as your password and press the Start Button. Then pressUp
and Down on the Control Pad. The dinosaur on the right

side ofthe screen will change every time you tap the Control

Pad. This maneuver won’t change game play, but it might
give you an idea ofwhat kind of dinosaurs are out there.

Up and Down to change the dine
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From AqENT #566
Stage Select and More
Here’s a way to select stages and adjust other features in the

Turtles’ latest. On the title screen, press the Control Pad
direction and the controller buttons in the following order:

Up, Up, Down, Down, Left, Right, Left, Right, A, B, Start.

After you choose yourTurtle(s), the Teenage Mutant Ninja

Option screen will appear, allowing you to adjust several

game features. By placing the cursor on the Scene option

and pressing Left and Right on the Control Pad, you can

choose to begin in any scene of the game. The Beach scene

is also known as Scene 1 . Check the following table for other

name/number conversions.

Scene Name Number Scene Name Number

Ocean 2 Technod. 6
Battleship 2-2 Technod. 2 6-2

Bridge 3 Building 7
N.Y. 4 Roof 7-2

Platform 4-2 Spaceship 8
Sewer 5 Spaceship 2 8-2

Sewer 2 5-2 Spaceship 3 8-3

When you see the title screen, press After you choose your Turtle(s), you'll

By looking at the table, you con see how Your mission to save the island of

scene names and numbers correspond. Manhattan from floating away can now
The Platform scene is Scene 4-2. begininanadvancedsectionofthegame.

Other features on the option screen are game difficulty,

number of lives and a sound test. By adjusting the game
difficulty from Normal to Easy, you can make it so that

from such hits as Let s Go Turtles, City of Half Shell”

and “Crazy Attack,” then listen to the music by pressing the

A Button. Agent #566’s favorite tune is “Mechanical

Walkin’.” After all of the options have been set to your

liking, select the Exit option and start playing.

Change the difficulty and player totals Tune in to the assorted music selections

to make it easier to wipe out Shredder. that are played in the adventure.

From AqENT #424
A Good Start
When your adventure in the land of Faria usually begins,

you startwith a purseof230 Gold Pieces and enough energy
in your Life Meter to take four enemy hits. Our agents have

found a way to start instead with a lot of energy and an

almost bottomless bank account. Just enter “GaoGao” as

the name of your character before you begin. When you
walk into a shop, you’ll have 99,999 Gold Pieces to spend.

After you purchase all of the items that you need, step out

into the wilderness and start fighting. Your fighter will have

a full life meter!

Money will be no object in the village When you start fighting, you'll be almost

shops. unbeatable.
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From AqENT #?07
Cheat Mode
You can help Turrican through his villain-smashing mis-

sion with a code which will allow him to pass right through

enemies and enemy fire. When the menu screen appears,

press the A and B Buttons in the following order: A, B, B,

A, B, A, A, B, A, A, B, A, A. The wordSTARTon the screen

will change to CHEAT. Make sure that the cursor is

pointing to that word, then press the Start Button. When
the game begins, Turrican will be able to blaze through his

mission invincibly.

mmmmm]

Torn around, move down the hall and

veer to the left.

After you touch the floating ball, press

J,:/. . ,

~
~ t-HX'iu

FRlERRLL
2 n n

From Aqent #02?

Nine 1-Ups
At the beginning ofyour race through Cyberspace, you can

pick up nine 1-Ups in a hurry. Godirectlyto the Level 1 exit

and fire at the exit five times. You’ll warp to a secret section

where there are several flashing exits. Turn around and
movedown the hall in front ofyou, ignoring the exits for the

time being. Halfway down the hall, to the left, you’ll notice

a floating ball in a small alcove. Touch the ball and press the

B Button. You’ll earn nine extra lives! Take one of the exits

and move on to Level 2.

From Aqent #827

Recruit a team full of Ace Strikers onto your side with a

Super Soccer Champ code. When the title screen appears,

press the directions on the

Control Pad and the con-

troller buttons in the follow-

ing order: Up, X, Left, Y,

Right, A, Down, B, Left, Up,

Right, Down, Select, Stan.

Then choose your team and

your selected Ace Striker.

When you start the game, all

ofthe members ofyour team

will play with the speed and

finesse ofAce Strikers.

- <«vm

yuu -//»mum
taIto

Press Up, X, Left, Y, Right, A, Down, B,

Left, Up, Right, Down, Select ond Start.

You’ll go into the game with a talented

squad of members who play like Ace

A popular activity among Nintendo game
experts is developing tips and strategies. If

you'd like to share your own special tips with

us, send them in! Choose your own Agent
Number (3 digits) and be sure to include it with

yourtips.
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Move Player Two's cursor to the desired Move Player One's cursor to the same

team name and change it to the Nintendo place that Player Two'scursor occupies.

Press Y on Controller!. You'll see that When you start playing, you'll see that

both players hove picked the same the player jerseys are different shades

squad. to distinguish between the two squads.

Spectator Sport

From AqENT #116

Nintendo Team Challenge
You can test the mettle of the Nintendo team against any
other squad in the Super Soccer league by entering a quick

code while setting up a two-player match. When the team
select screen appears, press and hold the Start Button on
Controller II, then press the Controller II B Button. This

From AqENT #909
Bonus Chances
Increase your chances for survival in this life or death game
show with a code which will allow you to extend your Lives

and Credits. Press the Start Button until you reach the menu
screenwhich asksyou how many players will participateand
what the skill level will be. Then press the Control Pad
directions and L and R Buttons in this order: Down, L, R,

Up. After the code has been entered correctly, a digitized

voice will say “Bingo!” and the screen will switch to a listing

of the current number of Lives and Credits. Press Up and
Down on the Control Pad to highlight these items and press

Left and Right to change their totals. You’ll be able to select

a maximum number of seven Lives and seven Credits.

When you’re ready to go, press the Start Button, choose the

number of players and difficulty level and press the Start

Button again to enter the arena.

Press and hold Start on Controller! Player Two's selection will change to

then press the ControllerIB Button. the Nintendo team.

The same maneuver can be used to set up a scrimmage

between two teams from the same country. Move Player

Two’s cursor to the desired team selection, then press and

hold the Start Button on Controller II and press the

Controller II B Button. When Player Two’s selection is

shown as the Nintendo team, move Player One’s cursor so

that it overlaps with the same selection. Then, press Y on
Controller II. The Nintendo team will change back to the

original selection, allowing both players to use squads from

the same country. Press the B Button on both controllers to

start playing.

You can see the strengths and weaknesses ofdifferent teams

by watching them play under computer control. Our
agents have discovered away
to set up a match where the

computer controls both

teams so that you can check

out the moves. Just enter the

passwordshown in the photo

and choose the teams with

Controller I.

Enter this password to set up a

completely computer-controlled match.

\0«ER

move will put the Nintendo team on PlayerTwo’s side.

Player One can then choose to challenge the team with

any squad that he or she desires.
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Samus Aran’s latest alien-crushing episode is fast becoming a Game
Boy classic. Since so many players have discovered the world of
Metroid II: Return ofSamus, and since we only scratched the surface

in our first review of the game, we’ve decided to present a blow-by-

blow feature with complete maps and item locations. Return with us

now to the planet SR388. The Metroid menace is multiplying at a

startling rate. If Samus doesn’t wipe out these mutant creatures in a

hurry, their numbers and strength will grow to the point of no return.

—
DESTROY

ALL METROIDS
While the original Metroids were difficult s

your Metroid meter will count 39 of the evil 1

creatures. You've got o lot of zapping to dol 1

COLLECT
POWERFUL ITEMS

|

Up items. Seek them out while executing your t

whirlwind tour of the SR388 underground. t

Some items will help you find new Metroid 1

stomping grounds and others will help you I

protect yourself from the alien onslaught. r



PHASE 1 & 2 TUNNEL MAPS

PHASES 1 & 2:

The adventure begins in a tunnel

near the planet’s surface. Once you

blast the first Metroid, the deadly

liquid blocking Phase 2 will sink

deeper into the planet.

MOST IMPORTANT ITEMS & ENEMIES

ALPHA METROIDS (5)

ENERGY TANK/BOMBS
SPIDER BALL

MISSILES (6)

AW ALPHA METROID AWAKES^

Your first encounter with the most

sophisticated species of SR388 will be

with a relatively primitive Alpha

Metroid. Switch to Missiles before you

enter the chamber. Then approach the

creature cautiously. As soon as the

Metroid snaps out of its sleeping state

and flies at you, fire Missiles as quickly

as you can. The Metroid will go down
after five direct hits.

|

BLAST AWAY WITH BOMBS

After you collect the

Bombs, you’ll be able to

open up several new pas-

sages and propel yourself

over small barriers and into

narrow tunnels. The supply of Bombs
is endless and you can detonate as many
as three of these powerful devices at a

time.

STICKY BUSINESS

he Spider Ball is at the

bottom of a long, narrow ,

chamber. After you fire on C

the casing to release the

Ball and then touch it,

you’ll be able to stick to walls and ceil-

ings. This is a must-have item in many
of the planet’s caverns.

Bombs con be used lo By placing Samus near

break away parts of the blast of a Bomb, you

METROID H
RETURN OF SAMUS

sap*



PHASE 3:

The battle rages on after a second quake drains more deadly liquid,

which allows you to enter this enemy infested area. A total of eight

Metroids and countless other mutant creatures wait for you here. It’ll

pay for you to get the armor-doubling Varia as soon as possible.

MOST IMPORTANT ITEMS & ENEMIES

ALPHA METROIDS (6)

GAMMA METROIDS (2)

ENERGY TANK/MISSILES (6)

HIGH JUMP BOOTS/VARIA

PHASE 3 TUNNEL MAP
SPRING BALL ALPHA METROID

;
ALPHA METROID

"SAVE POINT/

GAMMA METROID

GAMMA METROID ALPHA METROID

ENERGY CHARGE

WAVE BEAM

STORM WARNING

You’ll encounter two Metroids in their

second stage of mutation in this part of

the SR388 underground. Take evasive

action when these slimy creatures shoot

their powerful lightning bolts and count-

er with 10 carefully aimed Missiles.

P2 Ml!

ALPHA METROID

ENERGY TANK

ARMOR ADDITION

You can double the

strength of your armor by
releasing the Varia. Bomb
the rocks around it, then hit

it with beams.

SPRING IS HERE

The Spring Ball is guarded by a non-

mutant creature known as the Archnus.

Beams are ineffective against this vil-

lain. You’ll have to create Bombs and
draw the Archnus into their explosive

range in order to send it packing.
BEWARE OF BLOBS

The cavern is littered with evil Blob

Throwers. The only way to cut down
these pesky plants is to target their Blob-

tossing mouths.Jump over them and fire

straight down or use the Wave Beam.
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PHASE 4:

Gamma Metroids hide behind

every corner of this part of the

planet. Be ready for combat at any

moment and make sure that you

collect both Energy Tanks.

MOST IMPORTANT ITEMS & ENEMIES

ALPHA METROIDS (2)

GAMMA METROIDS (8)

ENERGY TANKS (2)

MISSILES (3) SPACE JUMP

NO TURNING BACK

There are two points in this area’s tun-

nels where you can travel in only one

direction. Ifyou move past these points

and attempt to turn around, you’ll

encounter blocking obstacles. Make
sure that you explore every tunnel

thoroughly and collect all of the items

that you need. If you leave with some
stones unturned, you might find it diffi-

cult to return.

MAJOR DANGER

The going really gets tough in this part

of the SR388 underground. Not only

will you meet up with more Metroids

than ever before, but you’ll also experi-

ence long, vertical tunnels with poison-

ous plants, restraining Metroid webs

and very few platforms. Make sure that

you know where to get energy and use

your special items to their full potential.

MIDAIR BOOST

After you collect the Spacejump, you’ll

have the power to go for an extra boost

while you’re in midair.This technique is

very useful in chambers with few plat-

forms. You’ll meet with the best results

if you try to zigzag while you ascend.



PHASES 5 & 6:

The tunnels of these remote sections of the planet can be very narrow

in some places. You’ll have to be quick to move and ready to take a lot

of damage when you meet the Metroids in these close quarters.

MOST IMPORTANT ENEMIES:

GAMMA METROIDS (2)

ALPHA METROID (1)

Take note of the Energy Charge and

Missile Battery in the tunnels of Phase

6. Once you defeat the Metroids in

these areas, you can return any time for

an Energy or Missile recharge. It will

pay to know where you can rest so that

you can get back to full strength when
you’re exploring future phases.

When you blast the Octrolls in this sec-

tion, they’ll usually leave behind Big

Energy Balls. Collect these Power-Ups

to fill your Energy Tanks.

The strange creatures known as Flitts

appear and disappear in tunnels seeping

with deadly liquids. You can try to jump
from Flitt to Flitt to avoid the liquid or

just Space Jump and stay far from the

Flitts.

This game has several

endings, just like the origi-

nal Metroid adventure. If

you can go through the

game from start to finish in

a total playing time ofthree

hours or less, you’ll witness

the best ending scene.

FIGHT FOR A FAST FINISH
has

A lot of creatures on SR388 are built

with natural shielding which will guard

them against your beams. The mean
Motos in this area have a sturdy front

plate. In order to defeat these creeps,

you’ll have to blast them from above or

behind.
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PHASE 7:

Since the huge cavern of Phase 7

has a lot of long drops, it’ll pay to

perfect the Space Jump technique

when you explore this area. The
Spider Ball will also help.

MOST IMPORTANT ITEMS & ENEMIES

ZETA METROIDS (3)

GAMMA METROIDS (4)

ENERGY TANK/MISSILES (3)

SCREW ATTACK

\ N

METROID n
RETURN OF SAMUS

ZAP THE ZETAS

A trio ofZeta Metroids haunt the Phase 7

corridors. These third stage Metroid

mutations move quickly and swoop

down on their enemies. You can only

knock out their energy when you hit

them with Missiles from in front or

behind.

MAXIMUM POWER

By now, you’ve seen all of the different

types of weapons. You can go back for

appropriate beams whenever you need

them. The three-laser Spazer beam is

very useful.

BUZZSAW BLAST

You’ll discover the Screw Attack near

the top of the cavern. This awesome

fighting tech-

nique will allow

i
you to blaze

through enemies

while you jump
and spin.



PHASE 8:

The winding passages ofPhase 8 have no Energy Charges or Missile

Batteries and very few prospects for extra Energy Balls. You’ll have to

make your way through these corridors only with the energy saved in

your tanks.

MOST IMPORTANT ENEMIES

ALPHA METROID
(1)

OMEGA METROIDS (4)

OMEGA EXTERMINATION METROID LOOP GET BACK

take a lot of firepower to check these

creeps off your list.

The original NES Metroid has been such

a hit with fans that the programmers
wanted to make an even more spectacular

version for Game Boy. Could a Super

NES Metroid be in the works? Maybe!
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Omega Metroids are one of the most
sophisticated Metroid strains. You’ll

have to fight four ofthem in this phase.

These monsters attack in a similar pat-

tern to the Zeta Metroids though they

are much faster. Fire off a quick load of

Missiles when they stop and hover. It’ll

After you disperse the Alpha Metroid

in this area a quake will occur, causing

liquid to rise and trap you in a circular

path. Go around the loop completely

and you’ll come across an Omega
Metroid. Then defeat this creature and

the liquid will sink again.

Since there are four Omega Metroids in

this area, there’s very little chance that

you’ll be able to clear it without making
use of an Energy Charge and a Missile

Battery. When you’re feeling the need

for supplies, go back to Phase 7 and

refill.



PHASE 9:

,-i.v N it

As you approach the Queen MOST IMPORTANT ITEMS & ENEMIES

Metroid, ruler of SR388, you’ll ICE BEAM
encounter several newly hatched METROIDS (8)

non-mutant Metroids. Be careful!

They’re still tough!

QUEEN METROID

3nee you’ve taken care of the

Sueen, a new Bantee Metroid

/ill hatch. This one will help yo

omplete your mission.

®B!E!

You'll freeze your

enemy with a well-

placed Missile.

The Queen Metroid has hatched sev-

eral new Metroids. These creatures

haven’t been heard from since the origi-

nal adventure. Freeze them with the Ice

Beam, then finish them ofF with five

Missiles each. They’ll be gone, but they

won’t leave be-

hind items like

the last ones did.

The leader of the Metroids is a fierce

mutation. You’ll need about 200 Mis-

siles for your confrontation with this

creature. Avoid its three-ball blast and
long-necked attack, then aim for its

open mouth when it tries to bite. If

you’re on target, the Queen will freeze

for a moment, allowing you to get in a

few hits before it snaps back.
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Now you can hold an entire galaxy of dti-

venture in the palm of your hand! The far,

far ayvay galaxy of Star Wars is yours to

enter in Star Wars for Game Boy. The game
play and story^are almost identicil to the
NES Star Wars game, which closely fol-

lows the plot of the movie. All the charac-

ters, exotic locations and laser blasting

action are here!

TATOOINE: The Desert Planet
The game opens with Luke Skywalker
in search of the runaway droid, R2-

D2. You must guide Luke’s sandspeed-

er over the sun scorched and sand

blasted surface of Tatooine, all the

while avoiding imperial laser cannons

and other hazards. Although the sand-

speeder has no weapons,you can press

the B Button to accelerate away from
danger. The letters on the map corres-

pond to the locations described on the

following page. You must explore

these caves and other locations to find

weapons, Ben Kenobi and valuable

Power-Ups.
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H. MOS EISLEY
Tatooine’s spaceport, Mos Eisley, is a scum pit

full ofthe most ruthless aliens in the galaxy. It is

also patrolled by Imperial Stormtroopers in

search of the droids, R2-D2 and C-3PO. Luke
must enter this place to find a space captain to

take him offof Tatooine. Han Solo is his man,
but he is hidden in the depths of Mos Eisle/s

cantina. It’s a dangerous place with tough ene-

mies that can only be vanquished by Luke’s

Lightsaber or Han’s powerful Blaster.

FIGHT YOUR WAY
TO THE FALCON (1)

The Millennium Falcon is parked in Hangar 94. You must reach

the ship alive to leave Tatooine. Before you head for the ship, you
should collect the eight Shields hidden in the caves on the plan-

et’s surface. On your way to the Falcon, watch for bounty hun-

ters. They are especially dangerous and can do a lot of damage.

Use Han Solo’s superior firepower to blow away any enemies

that get in your way.

ALDERAAN
NO MORE
In your escape from Tatooine, you will run into a

meteor shower. Although you can get fancy and

dodge your way through it, it’s easier to just push

and hold the Right Arrow down. This way you will

never get hit.

DEATH STAR RISING
The layout of the Death Star’s interior is similar to the hangar ofMos Eis-

ley, but is patrolled by more Stormtroopers. Use Han again to blast a path
through them with firepower and with quick jumping and dodging. Once
you reach the computer room, you will find that Princess Leia is scheduled
to be terminated. You must make your way up through a maze of elevators

to rescue her. Sometimes it is possible simply to avoid enemies by jumping
them, but always keep your Blaster handy.

leader of choice, unless you
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In certain areas, R2-D2 will be able to tap into the Death
Star’s computer network and bring up a map of the ele-

vator maze. This can be helpful in finding your way to

the tractor beam core. Once there, it takes eight shots to

destroy the beam’s power source. After you have des-

troyed the Tractor Beam, rescue Leia and escape from the

Death Star!

defense robots and Avoid the loser defenses, climb the

ladders on the side and fire as you

jump down to destroy the Death

Your mission to destroy the Death Star and defeat the evil

Empire’s plans is only just beginning! If you use the Force,

you will prevail!

GAME BOY

THE FATE OF THE GALAXY
i IS IN YOUR HANDS

LUKE LOCATES HAN SOLO
Han Solo will join your party and take

you to Alderaan if you contact him in

the cantina. You need him in order to

pilot the Millennium Falcon.

POWER DOWN
THE BEAM



So you think you have what it takes to play B-Ball with the big boys. NBA 2 ALL STAR CHALLENGE from

UN gives you your chance. Take your best shot at the top NBA players in six One-on-One contests.

Fans of the original NBA ALL STAR CHALLENGE will find two hot new contests: Slam Dunk and 3pt.

Shootout. Play against the computer, or take on a friend using the Game Link option. Whichever way
you play, get ready for slammin' and jammin'.

SIX ALL STAR
COMPETITIONS

Challenge the best players in

the NBA to six competitions

of skill including Slam Dunk,
One-on-One, and Accuracy

Shootout.
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ER PLAYERS
Part of the challenge is to pick the best All Star for each contest.

Some players may be great at the Slam Dunk but lousy at the 3pt.

Shootout. Every NBA team is represented by an All Star.

NBA 2
ALL STAR

CHALLENGE

^ @
CHARLES BARKLEY

HEIGHT 6 '6'

WEIGHT : 253
PPG RVG : 23.8

£ °"S

BRAD DAUGHERTY

HEIGHT : ?'l
WEIGHT : 263
PPG RVG : 23.2

9
RLVIN ROBERTSON

HEIGHT : 6 * V 1

WEIGHT : 198
PPG RVG : 12.9

9 t
RONY SEIKRLY

HEIGHT : 6 'll
WEIGHT : 2V8
PPG RVG : 16.9
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WINNERS OUTS
If you make the shot, you

keep the ball—that’s what

is meant by Winners
Outs. This can be an easy

way to win quickly, or

lose quickly if your

opponent is hot.

T^TT

This is the ultimate contest: offense, defense, quick breaks, body jamming,
slam dunking, 3pt. shooting. You set the parameters, how long you play, or

to what score. You can even play Winners Outs. There are three skill levels.

On the top level, any of the All Stars becomes a Super Star.

CHARGING
A Charging penalty will be

called if you romp over the

defender like a blind bull. Use

a little finesse and go around

him.

ONE-ON-ONE

FREE THROWS
Shooting Free Throws may seem like the most basic hoop competition

imaginable, but it’s not as easy as it sounds. The targeting cross hairs move
randomly, and you have almost no control. Wait until the cross hairs are

just above the rim, then shoot.

3PT. SHOOTING J3pt. Shooting or Around the World gives you five shots from five places

outside the 3pt. line. The best shooters have the highest Points Per Game
Averages, with the result that fewer of their shots bounce off the rim. Re-

lease the ball as the player reaches his highest point to sink the shot.

WAITING AND WATCHING
The targeting cross hairs circle around and around the sweet spot on the backboard just

above the rim. Don’t wait for your hair to fall out, move on to another event.

The cross hairs move randomly. Don't expect much control.

THREE POINT STARS
Some of the All Stars dominate this

event with their pure outside shooting

skills. Michael Jordan, Dominique Wil-

kins, Larry Bird and Bernard King are a

few of the best perimeter shooters.

SI)
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CURACYSHOOTOUT
Quick shooting from all over the court is the idea behind this competition.

The trick is to shoot quickly at the top ofyour jump, then move straight to

the ball. You must pick up the ball after each shot, then dribble to the next

shooting location.

CUSTOMIZE THE COURT
You can set the ten shooting locations before the competition begins. For a high scor-

ing event, place the locations close to the basket. The shots are easier and the rebounds

are quicker.

SLAM DUNK
This is the toughest skill to master. Your All Star starts at half court,

dribbles to a flashingX designating your take-offpoint, leaps into the

air, then smashes the ball through the hoop. Timing is critical on all

six dunk styles. Three judges rate each dunk on a sole ofone to ten.

AIRBORNE
The six slam dunk styles include One-Handed Windmill, Doublehand Slam, Maximum Air,

BackwardJam, Swing the Cat, and the 360 Whip. The last two are the toughest. Try to jump
from the center of the X, then slam the ball when your arm reaches its highest point.

Choose your favorite dunk. Air Jordan ready for take-off.

NBA 2
ALL STAR

CHALLENGE

TOURNAMENT
Control four players in one-on-one competitions against four opponents

to determine the best of the All Stars. The Tournament is single elimina-

tion. Choose how many points are needed to win a match, if there is a time

limit, and if it is Winners Outs or not.

OUTSIDE ADVANTAGE
An All Star with a good outside shot has the

advantage, because he scores three points for

every two-point field goal of his opponent,

plus he can shoot faster since he doesn’t have

to dribble up to the basket. Ifyou let the other

guy get ahead, it’s tough to catch up.
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WOUR LAST EPISODE, BOWSER LOST
' ONE HOSTAGE BUT GAINED ANOTHER, AS
PRINCESS TOADSTOOL FLEW WE "KOOP’
AND MARIO BECAME CAPTIVE NUMERO
UNO- WITH A BULLET. THEN, WEN
MECHAKOOPAS DEMANDED WE PRINCESS
IN RETURN FOR MARIO, LUIGI PUT ON
HER TIARA AND PLANNED TO TAKE HER
PLACE. LUCKILY, FLOYD SHOWED UP
WITH A NEW LINE OF COSMETICS.

ILLUSTRATED BY

CHARLIE NOZAW

A





BOWSER!!
ZWHEW'Z WHAT
A NIGHTMARE

/

ACKKK / RUN FOR

) YOUR LIFE/ e
WELL, HELLO
TO you, TOO!



IT'S ALL
COMING BACK

TO ME...
I FELL FROM THE TOWER
ANP STARTEP FLYING

WITH A CAPE-
THEN SOMETHING
ZINGEP PAST ME... *

MARIO/ FGAVf
WHAT HAPPENEP
TO MARIO

?

...IT LOOKED
LIKE MARIO/

WHOAA/
WAIT/ VOU'LL
SPOIL LUIGI'S

PLAN

/

OVERALLS
AREN'T MY
STYLE

f

MEANWHILE, IN THE
TOWER...

MY BRIDE'S BACK?
NICEL Y PONE/

IT WAS A PIECE
OF CAKE, POP!



BUT I BETCHA
ANYTHING SHE'S
NOT GOING TO

6av yes/

WHY FIGHT IT? I'VE FALLEN
\

IN LOVE WITH YOU' J REALLY MEAN IT?f

(jgtffjTl SWEAR \T?

NO/ X PONT WANT THE WHOLE
CLAN TO GET THE KOOPA
CROUP-IV BETTER KEEP
MV MASK ON ANP REST*





THE PIRANHAS ARE

ALWAYS HUNGRY/
HE'LL MAKE

A FINE MEAL/

hello





FINAL FANTASY
HOW DO I GET
SPECIAL WEAPONS?

Y ou can win some special

weapons by defeating certain

combinations of enemy
groups. These groups don’t always leave

weapons behind—maybe once in three

or four tries. On the Moon, look for

the following opportunities. The

Special weapons like the Rune Axe can be
more powerful than weapons you buy or find.

Win the Heroine Robe for Rydia or Rosa by
defeating a Warlock, a Kary and a Red Giant.

Crystal Ring, which protects against

Sleep, Stop and Charm spells, can be

won from a group of Behemoths or

Red Dragons. The Dragoon Spear,

used when battling dragons, can be
won by defeating three Red Dragons or

one Red Dragon and one Behemoth.

Two Red Giants or a group of Macgiants give

you the Rune Axe. Use it against Magicians.

The Heroine Robe is strong protection

for Rydia or Rosa; just defeat a group

of one Warlock, one Kary, and one
Red Giant. The Rune Axe can be won
from two Red Giants or a group of
Macgiants.
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O ne of the great things about
Mega Man games is that you
can choose any order in which

to fight Dr. Cossack’s stage leaders.

There is an easier way, however,
because each leader has a particular

weak spot for one of the mega-weapons

that you take from one of the other

leaders. If Mega Man has already col-

lected the right weapon, defeating the

leader with the weakness to that

weapon is just a matter of blasting and
dodging. The following order of attack

is the easiest.

1.

Toad Man can be defeated with

the Mega Buster, making him the first

logical target for Mega Man. When
you blast him, he’ll jump, so run
underneath him, then attack from the

other side. There’s nothing you can do
about the Rain Flush, so go into this

room with full life.

2.

Once you have Toad Man’s Rain

Flush, use it against Bright Man. Keep
jumping and attacking continuously.

For safety, you want to be in the air

when Bright Man uses the Flash

Freeze Pharaoh Man wilh the Flash Stopper,

then continueiusly blast him until he's history.

Skull Man can't handle an attack from the Dust
Crusher. Attack when his barrier is down.

Stopper that freezes your motion.

3. The Flash Stopper works great

against Pharaoh Man, your next target.

Wait until Pharaoh Man is on the floor

near Mega Man, then freeze him with

the Flash. If you fire continuously,

Pharaoh Man won’t be able to move.

4. Ring Man is most susceptible to

the Pharaoh Shot, so he’s next. To
dodge the Ring Boomerang, run
towards and then away from it to give

you an added edge.

5- The Ring Boomerang will help

you dust Dust Man. If Dust Man
attacks and jumps, run under him and

attack from the other side. Sometimes

Use the Mega Buster against Toad Man first.

Run under him and attack from the other side.

Ring Man's weakness is the Pharaoh Shot.

Dodge the Ring Boomerang and keep firing.

The Dust Crusher also works great against Dive
Man. Watch out for the fast Torpedo Attack!

he attacks on the ground, forcing you
to jump over him.

6. The Skull Barrier protects Skull

Man from Mega Man’s attacks, but

there will be moments when you can

use the Dust Crusher against him.

7. Dive Man also falls victim to

skillful use of the Dust Crusher. When
he’s in Torpedo form, jump to avoid

him, then continue your attack.

8. Dive Missiles will dull Drill

Man’s bit. Use them when the Drillster

pops up from under the floor. While
Drill Man is underground, keep mov-

ing so you can avoid him when he
reemerges.

Flush Bright Man using the Rain Flush from Toad
Man. Jump and attack as quickly as you can.

The Ring Boomerang busts Dust Man. Run
under Dust Man or jump over him.

The Dive Missile is your best choice for use

against Drill Man. Hit him when he reappears.
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HOW DO I GET
THROUGH ROOM 10-5? i

T ake the Heart above where Lolo

begins, egg the Gol on the left

side and push it up one space.

Now get the Heart sitting by the water.

Return to the Gol on the right side,

egg it and push it over to the right wall,

then up to the water. Cross the Egg,

grab the Heart, and run back before

the Egg sinks. So far so good.

Now make the first Bridge two
spaces above the first Gol that you
moved. When the second Gol reap-

pears, egg it and push it across your

Bridge and into the water so you can

cross over to the middle area. Here,

begin by taking the Heart in the top

right corner. Next, push Emerald
Framer A down and left so it is above

the closest Medusa. Framer C goes just

to the left of the same Medusa. Take

the Heart below Framer C, then push

Framer C down halfa space.

Place the second Bridge two spaces

right of the lowest Medusa. Put Framer

D at the upper right corner of Framer

A, then clear the way by egging Gol A
and pushing it up once, right twice,

and up once more. Push Framer D
three spaces left, then egg Gol A again

and push it into the water. Now move
Framer D all the way down to the sec-

ond Bridge. When Gol A reappears,

egg it and push it up to the first Bridge,

cross over and take the Heart at the

bottom. Use the right Gol to cross

back to the middle. Place Framer B in

line above Framer D with its top
touching the water. Egg Gol A and
block the Medusa in the corner with

the Egg. Take the last Heart and move
right two spaces so you are below
Framer B.

Now move to the edge of the water

to the right of Gol B. Shoot it off the

screen and build your final Bridge to

the spot where Gol B used to be.

Finally, cross the Bridge, egg the Gol
above you, and go to the Jewel Box.

Use an egged Gol to cross to the middle and lake the top Heart. Block the

Medusa with Framers A ond C. Grab the right Heart, then put a Bridge at

the bottom.
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PRINCE OF PERSIA
’how DO I DEFEAT THE
GHOSTS IN STAGE 3 AND 1 2?

The Guard Ghost in Stage Three

has no Life Line, which makes

sense for a ghost. Unfortunately,

you can’t defeat the Ghost by conven-

tional means using your sword.
Instead, you’ll have to force the Ghost
over the edge by moving toward it as

you fence. If you succeed in this, you’ll

have to force the Ghost over a second

ledge below.

The Ghost that haunts you in the

later stages of the game is really a reflec-

tion of yourself that was split off from

you in Stage Four. (See the answer
below to find out how the Mirror
Ghost is created.). When you meet it

near the end of the game, it mirrors

every move you make. If you attack

with your sword, it will also attack.

The answer to the riddle is simple. Put

Keep forcing the Guard Ghost backwards until

it falls off the ledge, then do it again below.

away your sword and the Ghost will

likewise put its sword away, allowing

you passage to the end of the game.

The Mirror Ghost matches every move you
make. Get past it by putting your sword away.

HOW DO I GET PAST THE MIRROR IN STAGE 4?

The puzzle of the Mirror stumps

most players the first time they

encounter it. If you try to walk

through it, you’ll get nowhere. It seems

solid. What you need is a leap of faith.

Go back to the right, letting the screen

scroll one frame over. Now start to run

toward the Mirror. Jump as shown

below and you’ll pass through. Notice

that the Mirror Ghost splits off when
you leap through the Mirror. You’ll

have to deal with it later.

The Mirror is impenetrable to those who walk
up to it and try to pass through to the far side.

Begin running from right of the screen shown
and jump so you pass through the Mirror.

When you pass through the Mirror, the Mirror

Ghost splits off. You'll encounter it later.

QUESTIONS? CALL THE POWER PROS AT NINTENDO
WRITE TO:
Counselors' Corner

jjl \A e
1 It

P.O. Box 97033
Redmond, WA
98073-9733

CALL:
(206) 885-7529
Nintendo Game Play

Counselors are on call

Mon-Sat., 4:00 am to

Midnisht and Sun.,

8:00 am to 5:00 pm,
Pacific time.
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ARCADE
• GAME*
UPDATE
A ROUNDUP OF 1992
COIN-OP STANDOUTS

PFft:

T:

The home video game market has exploded over the past five years, so in order to

compete with that, arcade game developers are forced to push the technological
limits of electronic gaming. Nintendo Power usually doesn't cover arcade games,
but games for each of the Nintendo systems are often adapted or taken straight

from popular arcade games. Street Fighter II is a perfect example. Let's take a four

page look at a group of the newest standouts in the coin-op industry.

REET FIGHTER d
CHAMPION EDITION

W hat makes Street Fighter II so

popular? Is it the graphics?

The sound? The variety of moves
and characters to choose from? Who
cares—the hottest arcade game of

1991 is back. Did I hear you say “So

what?” Well, Street Fighter II has

been upgraded. Now you can play as

the “bosses,” Balrog, Vega, Sagat or

M. Bison. One of the coolest new
additions to this game is that both

players can choose the same fighter.

Granted, any one of the fighters has

the ability to defeat any of the

others, but now players can finally

find out who the best Street Fighter

II player is by going head to head

with the same character!

Check il oufl Some Player vs. Same Player is a

cool option. Only the Champion Edition has it.

The line forms here! We’re giving you a chance to

see what it looks like because you won t be able

to see it through the crowd at the local arcade.
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K X-MEN 1

Why are those six people

crowded around that cabinet?

They can’t ALL be playing, can they?

Yup. They can! In the true spirit of

one-upmanship, Konami introduces

X-MEN. It’s a six-player simultaneous

action game based on the popular

Marvel Comic series of the same

name. The comic book heroes are

destined to be arcade marvels as well.

Each player controls a different

member of the X-MEN team. Each

character has its own special moves,

attacks and mutant powers. Choose
from Cyclops and his optic force

beam; Colossus, who changes his

flesh to steel; Wolverine, whose
unbreakable skeleton and retractable

claws make him a force to reckon

with; Storm, an African princess

who can control the weather; Night-

crawler and his teleportation skills;

and finally, Dazzler, an actress who
converts sounds into sonic light

blasts. Each player has control over

an 8-way joystick and buttons for

attacking, jumping and using a mu-
tant power. X-MEN’s cabinet is mas-

sive, and it houses a dual screen dis-

play to create a playfield that is twice

as wide as those of other video

games. X-MEN has fantastic stereo

sound processing, which goes to fur-

ther the game play experience.

The X-MEN’s mission is to find Pro-

fessor X, who has been captured by
the Evil Mutants. Searching the city,

they use their natural fighting abili-

ties to destroy Magneto’s soldiers.

Once the Professor is safe, the X-

MEN must track down Magneto for

the final confrontation.

As many as six people can crowd around the X-MEN cabinet to get in on the action, and the display should

still be lorge enough for all to see. As you can see, Konami has designed an extra-wide playfield.

P ARCADER
• GAME •

UPDATE
A ROUND OF 1992

COIN-OP STANDOUTS

The X-MEN cabinet is wide and rather stout. It has tc

be in order to accommodate standing room and

controls for six people playing at the same timel

It's quite a sight watching six players

compete at the same time-a truly excit-

ing event! However, one player com-

peting alone can have just as much fun.

To use a different X-MEN character, a

player must switch locations on the

cabinet. Each joystick and set of but-

tons is dedicated to one specific

character.

TURTLES
IN TIME

T he newest Turtle adventure

begins when Krang and Shred-

der steal the Statue of Liberty. The
Turtles vow to get it back—no matter

how high the cost. They search the

streets of the Big Apple, confronting

Shredder’s Foot Clan and his other

accomplices. Then it’s off to the sew-

ers for some toxic surfing. When
Shredder realizes the Turdes won’t

quit, he sends them through a time

warp to various places in the past

and future.

The Turtles are riding high in the distant future. As
with the first TMNT arcade game, four players

can join in and kick some simultaneous shell.

You’ll be able to have Turtles in Time for your

Super NES, tool It'll be virtually the same game.

After the Turtles get zapped into the

time warp, they travel to Prehistoric

Turtlesaurus, visit an ancient pirate

ship and ride the range in the wild, wild

west. After rustling up the bad guys

they’ll be warped to the year 2020 and

then on to Starbase 2100. Finally, the

Turtles end up in the Technodrome to

battle Shredder. By the way, with the

advances that the Super NES offers,

Konami will have no problem duplicat-

ing this game for your Super NES.
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| TOTAL CARNAGE 1

F ollowing-up the arcade hit

Smash T.V., Total Carnage takes

the meaning of graphic violence to

new levels! No joke. Total Carnage is

one of the most aptly-named games

we’ve ever seen! The story is set in

the aftermath of a war. Reporters

sent to the Kookistan Desert to

cover the war begin to disappear.

The “Doomsday Squad,” consisting

ofMajor Mayhem and Captain Car-

nage, are called in to get to the root

of the problem.

The first boss you'll battle is one of General

Akhboob's deadliest creations. It resembles a combi-

nation ofScarface and Mutoid Man from Smash T.V.

am
The action can be fierce and is definitely very

gory at limes, but Akhboob has to be defeatedl

Total Carnage consists of three large

stages. After fighting your way through

the desert, you’ll be given a short break

to total up your score, then you’ll be

ready to tackle the road which leads to

the Kookistan airport. After you disable

the airport, the only thing left to do is

take out General Akhboob himself. The

“Baby Milk Factory", also known as

Akhboob’s Chemical and Nuclear De-

velopment Co., is your last target. This

game is not for wimps.

fSUPER HIGH IMPACf

T he newest sports game from
Midway boasts over 2000

frames of computer animated gra-

phics that it can insert onto the

screen during breaks in the action of
Super High Impact Football. Players

can choose from eighteen different

big league teams as well as three dif-

ferent skill levels: Exhibition, Pro or

Ultimate. The wide selection of

offensive and defensive plays also

lends to the overall realistic effect.

The Super High Impact graphics are great. You get

o real feel for the intensity of a football game. The

field appears to have depth and texture.

interesting, exciting and entertaining play.

One of the most interesting recent

additions to coin-operated arcade

machines is trading card dispensers.

Super High Impact dispenses pro foot-

ball trading cards as a reward for excel-

lent play. The game also gives players

their own unique access codes for con-

tinuing game play. On-site video foot-

ball leagues can easily be formed, and

special football tournaments can be

staged by using the access code fea-

ture.

drivers!
EYES

I
magine the thrill of driving a

Formula 1 racer through the

streets of your hometown. Sounds

like fun, huh? That’s exactly the feel-

ing you’ll get when you strap your-

self into the cockpit of Driver’s Eyes,

one of Namco’s newest simulation

games. Using 3-D software and three

25 inch monitors that make up a

‘multiscreen,’ this driving game has a

super realistic feel. The driver has a

110 degree view of the video track.

The adjustable seat is attached to a "Bodysonic” system. Players can

physically experience the images and sounds on the screen through vibrations

in the seat. The wheel and pedals are laid out the same as those in real F-1 cars.
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Over the past few years, arcade games that have you climb

aboard and sit down have become more and more popular. The
reason for the popularity is the realism you feel when you are off

your feet and actually "inside" the game. Now, these types of

games are providing players with more feedback. Instead of only

reacting to the action you are viewing on the screen, the motion
of the seats and hand controls can cause you to react, too.

vision coverage.

COCA-COLA SUZUKA 8 HOURS
N amco has created a monster of a game with Coca-Cola Suzuka 8 Hours.

The game units are linkable, and up to eight motorcycle maniacs can com-
pete simultaneously in one game! All players have their own “bikes” to ride and
their own monitors in which they will view their current positions on the track

and also their positions in relation to the other players.A central display moni-

tor/scoreboard is set up to let by-

standers view the racer who is in

first place. The “camera” angle on
this monitor changes during the

course of the race. It provides a

view which is somewhat like tele-

R ealism is the key element that any sit-down

arcade game must possess. With Grand Prix

Star, Jaleco delivers realism through

great graphics and a vibrating steering

wheel. Each unit provides an opportun-

ity for a two-play-

er challenge.

However, two

units can be

linked together to

allow four players

to test their racing skills. Namco’s Driver’s Eyes scores higher

marks for realism, but Grand Prix Star isworth checking out.

J
aleco, along with developers at Microprose,

have come up with a fighting game which

uusely resembles the action you’d experience if

you were to visit a Battletech Center, like the one

in Chicago. B.O.T.S.S. stands for Battle of the

Solar System. Polygon technology is used to

create the characters and landforms in this game.

The characters look fantastic.

Players control their “bots” with

two separate controls placed on

either side of their seat.

P ARCADE
Sr game*
E UPDATE

A ROUND OF 1992

COIN-OP

NINTENDO
SUPER SYSTEM
Several games can be installed on a Nintendo

Super System. The games on the Super System are

developed for use on the Super NES. This allows

players a chance to “test drive" a wide variety of

Super NES games before purchasing them.

Be on the lookout for several games that borrow

from the popular street fighting theme. Undercover

Cops, Legionnaire

(pictured below),

Silent Dragon, B. Rap

Boys, 64th Street,

and more will debut

this year.

You'll be hard-pressed to

find Robo-Pitch in a video

arcade, but ifs so cool, we

had to show it to you. It

belongs in the batting

cage. Every organized

baseball team should

have one! Robo-Pitch looks

and acts like a real pitcher.

Ifs better than a regular

pitching machine because

the batter has

the speed and height of the

pitches.



POWEI

PLAYING THE LAST CARD
The six kingdoms of Elemen are on the brink of destruction and only one hero-the Card Master—can
save the day. The story may sound familiar, but Arcana from Ha/ America has as many twists and
turns of plot as Final Fantasy II. Roo/is, the youthful hero who uses cards to cast magic spells, must
discover who was behind the overthrow of King Wagnall and the disappearance of his daughters. The

cast of villains includes Galneon, the treacherous magician, Ariel, the

W knight turned rouge, and the Empress Rimsala of the Reign of Evil. The
truth will be revealed only when the final card has



ROLE FLAYING PLUS
The RPG elements ofArcana include traditional first person, 3D views and menu-based

battles with good animation. Inside the vast mazes, your party will have to fight countless

enemies.An auto-mapping feature helps, but shows only the area surrounding your posi-

tion. (See the back of this issue’s poster for full dungeon maps.) Once a maze has been

cleared, the story scene takes over: char-

acters come and go about their own O/-

business, the plot is revealed and you

may even have to fight in the middle of

the story scene. The party members
include both fighters and magic users.

You also have the help of four elemen-

tal spirits. With a wide variety ofcharac-

ters, evolving story and battery backed-

up memory. Arcana has been dealt a

winning hand.

BANK ON ROOKS
Build up Rooks by

giving him Honey
Jars and the best

weapons available

since he is the only

character who

Dozens of enemies dwell in

the mazes. Each creature has

an attribute of Earth, Wind,
Water or Fire, which

mines its strengths and
weaknesses.

[

AROUND THE BEND
Not only are the characters and enemies animated within their card frames, the

3D view also animates the act of moving around corners. Each time you turn a

right angle in a maze, the screen pans through two shots for greater realism.

THE PLAYERS
Every character in Arcana except Rooks has a mind of his or her own. They join you when it suits their needs, and

leave the party for their own reasons. They may change allegiance, lie, cheat or steal.They have unique fighting skills,

as well. Each character uses different levels of magic and specialized weapons.

TEEFA
Teefa Is o royal princess, but she

Ihrone.

Sylph is the Spirit o



The King is dead. Galneon sits on the throne and darkness covers the land. In the village

of Galia, Rooks prepares to challenge the usurper. He’ll have the help of Sylph, the Spirit

of the Wind, and Princess Teefa in the first stage of his quest. His mission is to enter the

5r| Temple of Balnia and find a way to keep its evil

(/(
from spreading over the land. Once inside the

))'ancient Temple. Rooks finds enemies every- ^^H
V where. I'he party battles its way through the HP ;£*] -V
m maze, increasing levels and winning gold. IWr .

I.uckily, they have brought extra medicine so

M they can recover from injuries.

CHAPTER 1:

THE
JOURNEY
BEGINS

TOWN OF GALIA

ARIEL AND TEEFA
Ariel appears as Rooks sets out. He seems friendly, although there is something strange

about his manner. Posing as Ariel’s apprentice is Teefa.They speak ofchaos coming from the

Temple ofBalnia and Rooks decides that he must go at once, for only a Card Master can seal

the Temple door.

SMART SHOPPING BE HEALED!
Rooks has 500 Gold Pieces to spend at the

shop in Galia. Be sure to buy a Return Ring
for 100GP so you can escape from the dun-

geon if you get into trouble. Then buy two
Daggers at 100GP each for Rooks and Teefa.

Spend your remaining gold on Herbs and

Medicine. ^

TEMPLE OF BALNIA

creatures as Ariel guessed. It may take several trips to explore all the secret passages, but

them you must if Rooks is to find hidden treasures. Always face your enemies

and fight bravely. The Retreat option doesn’t work, until your Agility increases.

Also, try to destroy magic users first as their spells may
damage all of your party members.

AROOM AT THE INN
Restore lost HP and MP by staying overnight

at the Inn. The Inn in Galia is cheap, but other

Inns may charge a fortune. You can also Save

your progress on one of three files. Always
Save after buying new items in town.



STONE GUARDIAN
The Hounds and Goblins are nothing compared to the two Guardians.

The first you will meet is in the upper part of the First Floor. The Stone

Guardian inflicts 30 to 60 damage points.

TEMPLE
OF

BALNIA

IRON GUARDIAN
The Iron Guardian guards the final area of the Second Floor.

Fill up your HP before fighting him, then use Sylph’s Light-

ning spell and Teefa’s Attribute 1 magic.

THE STING
Proceed to the Inner Temple Door where

Rooks feels a sting although there is no

attack. That sting will come back to haunt

Rooks in the near future for it is a sign of

treachery—a stab in the back.

1

CRYSTAL SWORD
In the Inner Sanctum, you’ll find Axs and

the Sorcerer guarding the Crystal Sword.

Suddenly Teefa asserts herself, paralyzes

the two men and steals the Sword, which is

a powerful heirloom. What is she up to?

ROOKS AND ARIEL
When Ariel reappears, offering to work with

Rooks to fight against Rimsala,

you’ll have a choice to make, 1

but you’ll end up opposing i

Ariel no matter how ,
* v Jgf

you choose.

SUPER MES



THE FOREST AND THE
The Forest of Doubt and the Crimson Valley make up
the second great maze. Collect gold and Honey Jars,

meet Darwin and Efrite, the fire spirit.

REINOLLTHE ELDER AND ZEREL

Eventually you’ll reach Rei-

noll the Elder, who reveals

the importance of the Crys-

tal Sword, the Spirit Sword
and the Enchanted Jewel. You’ll also be told about

the four elemental spirits. Then you must fight

Zerel, Ariel’s first apprentice.

RESCUE SALAH
Behind the final doors you'll

find Salah suspended in a

Irap of Ariel's devising.

Again, he encourages you

to join him. He's not fooling

MINES OF ICE
A letter from Axs states that he is heading to the Ice Mines to retrieve the Enchant-
ed Jewel. Rooks follows close behind and finds Axs inside. The many levels of the
Mines make up the biggest, most confusing maze in the game.

AXS JOINS UP

Axs needs your help, and
you need his strong arm.

Make sure you buy the Battle

Hammer for him to swing in

combat. Together, Rooks and
Axs make a strong team.

MARID
Marid brings Water Magic to the party. Her spells

ore most effective when used against enemies of the

Wind and Fire attributes. Look at the attributes of

Spirit Cards against them.

Is Rimsala the Evil Empress

this final stronghold? Every step

up the 1 2 levels is a challenge.



The mazes of Arcana make up the bulk of the game. Most of your time will be
spent trying to uncover their secrets. Although the mazes are revealed here in

these maps, you'll still have to find where the treasures lie hidden and where the

enemies await your coming. Remember always to carry a Return Ring when you
enter a maze.



: Ice Mine is the top floor of the three Ice Mine levels,

i’ll have to take many stairways to wind your way through

This is the level on which you’ll find the Water Spirit

and the Hydra, but getting to the final area requires

many ups and downs. The challenge is to learn where

each stairway leads.^^^^yUw^^ag&^S^.«Tg

•JU u nan. IU iori. illany aioii vruya id wniu vvjui

to the final enemy, the many-headed Hydra.

ICE MINE ICICLE DUNGEON

The 12 floors ofStaveryTower are smaller than tfc

the enemies are much tougher. Take plenty of
STAVERYTOWER

r



Here you’ll find many disconnected passages lead-

ing back up to the Icicle Dungeon. You can disre-

gard the areas with only one stairway.
cydops

i the hall of many chests on the left side of the Polar I

place where two Cyclops attack. Keep reluming to e

lem in older to earn lots of Experience Points quickly.

e Ice Mines, but

Tents along.

POLARDUNGEON

BINTEL CASTLE

TUNNEL



SANCTION EARTH
COMING SOON TO YOUR SUPER NES FROM

DATA EAST AND NOVA LOGIC







TOP GEAR

TOP
GEAR
Page 84

Two supercharged Super
NES racing games explode onto

the pages of Nintendo Power this month!
Both feature "behind the car" perspectives

similar to F-Zero. Top Gear from Kemco is

a two-player split-screen game and FI ROC
from Seta is an exciting one-player game.

FI ROC
Page 88

ISUPER NES
83



START YOUR ENGINES!
With three difficulty levels, eight countries to compete in and

four courses per country, Top Gear provides a video racer

with 96 different challenges.A password will be awarded to a

player for completing the four stages in each country.

However, you must finish in the top 5 of each stage to be

allowed to continue on to the next race. This can be a chal- Your reword for completing each

lenging feat to pull off, especially when you compete in the
‘‘^^'^hich’wllUill’ow

6'
'*

to

Championship difficulty level. Make sure to write down each continue to the next circuit. Write it

password you receive. down for future reference!
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THE MACHINES
Choose the car which best represents

your racing style. If you feel very com-
fortable with your cornering skills,

choose the red car because it’s the fast-

est, but it has low tire grip. The only

way to change your car during the game
is to reset the game, choose another car

and then enter the last password you
received. Try the white car first. It’s the

best handling car and it accelerates

quickly.

TYPE A / MAX SPEED 147 mph This car is a blazing hot red machine that's a bit

hard to handle! It has the fastest top end speed,

but it's the slowest from 0 to 60 mph. It has low
tire grip and high fuel consumption.

TYPE B / MAX SPEED 137 A very cool looking ride! This maroon
marauder is in the middle of the bunch in

moximum speed, 0 to 60 performance

and consumption of fuel. Unfortunately, it

has low tire grip.

TYPE D/ MAX SPEED 137
A good choice for all-around performance,

this blue bomber is quick, handles well and

doesn't guzzle too much gos. Racing fuel is

really expensive, you know!

HIT THE PITS A BURST OF NITROUS OXIDE

If you totally miss a turn and veer off of the course,

you can use nitrous oxide to moke up for lost time

when getting back on the track. Always know how
much nitrous oxide you have remaining.

Slow down when you see

the Pit entrance and move
over to the side of the track

to enter. Hit the brakes when

you pull up to the pump.

Depending on which car you’re driving, you
may or may not need to make a pit stop dur-

ing a race. It depends on how many laps the

race is and how hard you are driving your car.

The white car will be able to go the longest

distance without pitting, but the red car will

have to pit before everyone else. In races with

three laps, no one will need to pit, but with

any additional laps, you’ll have to make the

decision to pit or not to pit depending on
your car selection.

Each car is equipped with a nitrous oxide system. Using it boosts the power of
your car and thereby increases the maximum speed it can attain. You will only
be able to use nitrous oxide three times per race, so plan ahead and wait for the

most opportune times and places to use it. Don’t use nitrous ifyou’re behind a

pack of cars because you will slam into the back of them and defeat the pur-

pose of using it.
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JAPAN
The courses in Japan are laid out very

well and there’s no road debris. Only
one of the stages is a three-lap race, so

be prepared to pit at least once during

the other three races.

GERMANY
Long straight stretches are standard fare on the German each race to improve your position. The Cologne course has a

courses. Save your nitrous oxide for use in the final laps of lot of difficult off-camber sweeping corners.

into the early morning. Watch the sun rise over the

trees. Keep in the center of the track on the first lap

to avoid obstacles on the sides.

MUNICH

7 laps

BLACK FOREST

6 laps

SCANDINAVIA
It s cold in the northern regions of Europe. It must have the snow. It will take more time than normal to get back onto
snowed recently because the courses here are lined with snow the track and regain your speed,

and ice. Be extra careful not to veer offofthe course and into

MANY MORE TOUR STOPS
France, Italy and the United Kingdom are the remaining Top
Gear tour locations. Historically, these three countries have

been the premiere locations for road races in Europe. Most
courses in these countries are more difficult than the tracks

we have showcased. To finish them, you’ll have to exhibit the

intense racing finesse of a true driver.



SPAN THE GLOBE IN THE FI ROC CIRCUIT
The FI ROC world tour begins in Italy

and ends in Japan with a total of 16

international courses. Every event starts

with a two-lap qualifying heat to deter-

mine starting positions. Then, the race

is on; a three-lap free-for-all with a field

of eight Formula One racers. The win-

ner receives a purse of $7,000 to spend

on car improvements and earns 10

Grand Prix circuit points. The other

drivers take in progressively smaller

purses and earn fewer points, depend-

ing on how they fared against their

opponents. Once the season is over, a

circuit champ is crowned, based on the

number of circuit points earned. Since

the Game Pak is built with a battery

backup, up to four players can take

o m mI1gi mm
m cm ca UMSU Spill)] PDfrrOKiL TOTffn

in a i
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rtBTM BUS 1 gffiflSu

turns challenging the computer-con-

trolled racers and save their circuit posi-

tions. Both the best lap and complete

race times for player-controlled cars are

saved for every track so that you can

improve upon the records of those that

have raced before you.
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CASH WINNINGS ARE KEY
With the money that you earn from racing, you can buy improvements which will

add to the performance ofyour car. The types ofimprovements that you purchase
should depend on the design of the next track in the circuit. Some improvements
will help you speed through tracks with a lot ofstraightaways while others will help

you get around sharp corners without losing a lot of time. You’ll also spend money
on repair damages and on the $1,000 entry fee for every race. Ifyou can’t cover the

fee, your sponsor will pick up the slack.

If you're familiar with the next course on the circuit, you'll

know what improvements are needed for maximum
performance. It pays to formulate a course strategy

before you hit the track.

BUILD A BETTER RACER
Once you buy parts, you’ll always have them, with the exception ofTires
and Nitro Fuel.When you come across new driving challenges, you’ll find

that it’s a good idea to take a look at the items that you have in

stock and decide which ones will

help the most. The table on the

right suggests various parts need-

ed for racing on two types of
tracks.

TRY NEW TREADS
You should buy new Tires for every race.

High Grip Tires work well in fast courses

while Special Tires are better on tracks

with a lot of corners. If the weather report

calls for precipitation, then Rain Slicks are <

must. Without them, you'll slide all over the

track.

WORK ON BALANCE
When you add new parts onto your car,

you'll be able to see how much the Down
Pressure is affecting the car's grip on the

road. Make sure that the grip is evenly

distributed throughout the cor so that you'll

hove maximum control in high speeds.

GET A GRIP
You'll change the amount of grip thot your car

has on the road when you buy new Wings
and Defusers. Small Defusers and Wings that

have a low Down Force (D.F.) lessen the grip

and will help you on high speed courses. Use

Large Defusers and High D.F. Wings when

THE RIGHT PARTS FOR THE RIGHTTRACKS

HIGH SPEED COURSES

EXAMPLES: ITALY. GERMANY, MEXICO. FRANCE

ENGINE RENART VI

0

$10,000

TIRES HIGH GRIP $200

REAR WING LOW D.F. $1,000

FRONT WING LOW D.F. $1,000

DEFUSER SMALL $1,000

SUSPENSION HARD $500

BRAKES CARBON $1,500

TRANSMISSION 6 SPEED $3,500

CHASSIS TYPE 1
-

TECHNICAL COURSES

EXAMPLES: SAN MARINO, BELGIUM, U.SA., MONACO
ENGINE ILMOA VI

0

$7,000

TIRES SPECIAL $350

REAR WING HIGH D.F. $7,000

FRONT WING HIGH O F. $4,000

DEFUSER LARGE $1,000

SUSPENSION HARD $500

BRAKES CARBON $1,500

TRANSMISSION 6 SPEED $3,500

CHASSIS TYPE 1
-

BLAST OFF WITH NITRO FUEL

Nitro Fuel is available in two,

three and four liter quantities.

You should stock up before

every race.A quick Nitro blast

in a close contest could give

you the boost that you need to

fly by the competition. You can

also use it at the beginning of

build an insurmountable lead.

II:
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DRIVERSi, START YOUR ENGINES!
After you’ve spent some time in the Training Mode get-

ting used to the tracks and the car improvements, you’ll be

ready to join the FI ROC circuit. Use the first lap of every

qualifying heat to test the track, then pour on the speed in

Lap Number Two. The fastest lap will determine your

starting position. Here’s a look at five of the most notable

tracks in the circuit, with a few pointers on how you can

stay in front of the competition.

ITALY GERMANY
The first course in the circuit is a fast track with very few diffi-

cult turns. If you center your car as you approach the S Curves

near the beginning, you can fly straight through them.

START

The German track may look similar to a standard oval

from above, but it features very few long straighta-

ways and a good number of sharp corners. Keep your

eyes on the track!

TAKE IT EASY

DOUBLE CURVE DANGER

BELGIUM
While the Belgian course may be one

of the windiest, there’s very little dan-

ger of crashing into the walls as they

are set back from the track. Use the

course to prepare for tougher tracks.

START
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ON THE RUN REPAIRS
Serious damage could cost thousands

of dollars to repair after the race is

over. If you're seconds ahead of the

competition or so far bock that

there's no chance that you'll catch up,

you might consider ducking into the

Pit Zone for free repairs on the run.

U.S.A.
There’s very little room for mistakes in the U.SA.
course. Make sure that you have good brakes and
car improvements which allow for maximum
maneuverability before you start racing.

TRICKY TURNS

90 degrees or sharper. Hil the Brakes as soon os

you see the turn Indicators and carefully round the

corners. If you don't slow down, you'll hit the wall

and probably ruin your chances for victory.

33*

START \
NOTHING BUT CURVES

The far leg of the Monaco course zigs

and zags through several extremely

sharp comers. The best that you can do
in this part of the course is just slow

down and survive. You'll have to wait

for straighter stretches to blaze by your

MONACO
In this country, which is known for

its casinos, it’s a real gamble to race at

full speed. The corners are too sharp

and the walls are too close for top

velocities. Choose car parts which
will improve your grip and be ready

to slow down at all times.

START

THE RACE FOR FIRST PLACE CONTINUES
After you’ve completed all 16 courses in the

circuit, you’ll be able to take a look at how
many circuit points you earned in each race

and see how you stack up against your oppo-
nents. Then, you can go right into the next
season on the same course with the same
built-up car. Since your car will be much
improved from its condition at the begin-

ning of the first season and your driving

skills will be several notches higher, there’s

no doubt that your first season records will

fall quickly on your second time around.

SUPER NES, y



ats, rats and more rats!

)
Krusty’s Fun House has been

overrun by pint-sized rodents. It’s

your job to help everyone’s
—4 \ favorite clown rid his domain of

\—A the rabid rats. Acclaim has

made sure that Krusty’s

J
trusty pace-

vh"—/
maker sets a

)

/J workout in this puz-

J Jzling game. Outsmarting\_^
jocA

/4<the rats isn’t the prob-
\

-T^em—manipulating the vari- A
J

foj.

/ous objects in each maze to Q SjJH
get the rats into the trap is! If

THE FUH
HOUSE

The puzzles begin to get more difficult

toward the end of this section. Fortu-

nately, Homer is on hand to help out wit

the trap. The man truly enjoys his world

i in this section are fairly large.

I have to exhibit grace under

rhich only a clown of his lofty

Krusty has to dea with the most difficult

5 of enemies.

s also harassed by tons
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SECt'oAr i

When Bari activates the rat trap

control panel, the Boxing Glove of

Doom will flatten the rat. POWI
6«O6iJn06

KRUSTY
DOLLS

There are quite a few 1-Up

Krusty Dolls to be found
in Section 1. Search every

nook and cranny for

Bonus Blocks. Kick ’em all.

SUPER NES

There are a total of eight rooms in this section of the Fun
House. The room to the far right is initially blocked offby a

wall. Krusty must find a Magic Bonus Block to get rid of the

wall. The Block is in one of the rooms on the lower level.

Small stars will shoot from a Magic Bonus Block when
Krusty kicks it.

FLAT RATS!
Bart and his giant Boxing
Glove of Doom will be

stationed at the rat trap in

each room of Section 1.

He takes great pleasure in

helping his hero, Krusty,

rid the Fun House of the

fur ball infestation. Bart

won’t let him down.

SECRET HALLWAY
To get to the room shown at the far right side of the map of Section 1,

Krusty must find a Magic Bonus Block in one of the other rooms. By
kicking the Block, the wall which blocked the hallway will disappear.

Krusty will know he’s found a Magic Bonus Block because small stars

will shoot out from it after it’s been kicked. Krusty can now saunter
down the open secret hallway to the far room.



Fun House, but Krusty will have his clownsection of' the
.

hands full dodging the lasers which blast from the vertically

moving L#ser. Guns.

HOMER AT THE HELM
Bart’s All-American father, Homer, gets a

charge out of helping Krusty rid his Fun

House of the rats. He grins with delight as

20,000 volts of laser power streams into an

unsuspecting rat. Here’s something to think

about: isn’t it a bit strange that Homer and

Krusty so closely resemble each other? Could

there be a connection? crispy critter.

Now that Krusty has something

solid beneath his clown feet, he

PIPE MAZE
Krust/s not much of a plumber,

but with some

persistence, he

should be able

to find his way

through the ^ I

maze of tubing.

Most of the rooms in Section 2 are dotninated by a strange

and unusual network of pipes. They provide a tricky terrain

f6r Krusty to negotiate. There aren’t many enemies in this

THE SECRET OF THE UPPER DOORS
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FILL’ER UP, MEL!
Sideshow Mel, Krusty’s

sidekick, mans the traps

in Level 3. It’s easy to

pop a little rodent when
you stick an air hose in

its ear and apply a bit of

pressure.

SUPER NES

After completing Section 2 and opening the second hal

door, Krusty can stroll down the hall a bit further. There, -1

wiH encounter the door that leads to Section^. This section the rooms.'

of the Ftin House is at the highest altitude and Krusty will

find that he needs the help of Springs to complete many of

SUPER FUN HOUSE SECRETS
It may appear impossible to get to certain areas in some Fun House rooms. Try jumping up in the
direction you want Krusty to go. Sometimes there are small hidden red platforms which will appear
beneath Krusty’s feet as he lands on them. There may be a whole stairway of invisible platforms!

KICKABLE BLOCKS

SPRING-LOADED!
Some Springs can be picked

up and moved like Blocks.

Krusty will need the help of
several Springs to get where

he needs to go, but he can’t

pick up a Spring while he’s

jumping on it.

Boing! Krusty can catch

some serious air by hop-

ping a few times on the

Springs. Practice the timing

ofKrusty’s jumps and keep ’

searching for hidden plat-

forms in the open areas

above.

Kick the striped Blocks

into a formation which

provides a maze

solution.



Krusty goes to the depths

pUZzles in this section require

plete. Remember, if you need to

PICKLED RATS
A rat will fall into a Glass Jar and get stuck. The Jar

then serves as a step for other rats. Krusty can pick up

ajar with a rat in it and take it to the trap. Make sure

the rat will walk into the trap when Krusty kicks and

breaks the Jar.

HEY! I GOTTA
GET IN THERE!
The doors which are framed in blue are initially

blocked offby solid stone walls. By getting rid of

the rats in the other accessible rooms, Krusty will

cause the walls to change their position. Krusty

can then get through the blue-framed doors.

HE’S GOTTA BE HUNGRY!
Corporal Punishment’s method of eliminating each troop of rats is eating them. It

sounds pretty disgusting, but the Corporal is a hungry guy. He must think he’s back

in Army Survival

Training. Krusty

doesn’t really give a

hoot about how the

rats are disposed of,

just as long as they’re

out of his Fun House!
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/Y^Once Krusty

rL_Ji completed each

]

Kb
-"

>v of the sections

j
—

3

of the Fun
^Omaw 6*o House, he’ll

_S have saved Springfield’s num-
ber one tourist attraction

from the ghasdy rat infestation.

Remember the door with the big

gold lock on it which appeared

behind Krusty when you started

the game? This is the door which

Krusty will have to exit through to

finish the game. There aren’t any
rats to exterminate in the Arcade

Rooms, but there are multiple ene-

mies. Find the Bonus Block in each

Arcade Room and collect as many
prizes as possible before exiting.

gold lock honging on the Arcade

need to return here when all of the

ion have been completed.

each Arcade Room,

collect oil of the prize

The terrain In the Arcade Rooms resembles the

other rooms in the Section. With that in mind,

Krusty should use all of the techniques he knows.

It's a good thing there are no rats in the Arc

Rooms, Krusty has enough to deal with consi

the radical acrobatics he has to go through.

Just before Krusty enters the main door to Section 5, he’ll be
able to take a look outside of his Fun House. Many of the
“rooms” in Section 5 are outside. The greenery of the out-

.FF-: -
r

| (

l

doors is yefor enticing. It’s good for Krusty to get out and get

some freshjair. There are some very difficult puzzles to solve

in this sedjon.

_ —

CHEESE-EATER GRATER MORE INVISIBLE PLATFORMS
Bart is back as the trigger man
for all of the rooms in Level

Five. This time he’s standing

by at the Automatic Rat

Shredder.

The rooms in Level Five aren’t

rooms at all—Krusty is outside.

Jump to find invisible platforms

which lead to Bonus Blocks.

Expect the unexpected!

RRPi
MoreFun InTheFun House
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GRAND PRIZE:
The real arcade game!

CAPCOM NEW

STREET FIGHTER U
EDITION
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SECOND PRIZE:

STREET FIGHTER H
for the SUPER NES

Win Capcom’s arcade smash-for your Super NES!

10 WINNERS!

THIRD PRIZE:

NINTENDO
POWER
JERSEYS

No wimpy shirts here-Power
jerseys are heavy-duty,

100% cotton.

Official Contest Rules (No purchase necessary)

To enter, either fill out the Player's Poll response card or

print your name, address and telephone number on a

plain 3"x5" piece of paper. Mail your entry to this

address:

NINTENDO POWER PLAYER’S POLL
P.0. BOX 97062

Redmond, WA 98073-9762
One entry per person, please. All entries must be post-

marked no later than July 1, 1 992. We are not respon-

sible for lost, stolen or misdirected mail.

On or about July 15, 1992, winners will be randomly
drawn from among all eligible entries. By accepting their

prizes, winners consent to the use oftheir names, photo-

graphs, or other likenesses for the purpose of advertise-
ments or promotions on behalf of "Nintendo Power"

magazine or Nintendo of America Inc. without further

compensation. Prizes are limited to one per household.

Chances ofwinning are determined by the total number
of entries received. The ratio ofprizes to entry cards dis-

tributed is 61 :1 ,350,000. No substitution of prizes is

permitted. All prizes will be awarded. To receive a list of
winners, which will be available afterJuly 30, 1 992, send
your request to the address provided above.

GRAND PRIZE: Winner will receive the actual arcade

game. Street Fighter II Champion Edition. Estimated

value of the grand prize is $3500. Some restrictions

apply.

This contest is not open to employees of Nintendo of
America Inc., their affiliates, agencies, or immediate
families. Void in Canada and elsewhere where prohibited

by law. This contest is subject to all federal, state, and
local laws and regulations.
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ROM BOS UERSON 10 EFFICIENCY

LEGS U%...RUST DRCTGGE TO 5ERUD-JOINTS

BODY 5Q7....RJST BfltflRGE TO BELLY-BUTTON

flHtnS 257....HJST DRIUGGE TQ ELBOKHINKRGE

NE5TERTRONIC BRRIN J% HJST DRMHGE TQ GEE CIRCUITS

INCOMING MESSAGE: PROCEED TQ POKIER-UP CRPSULE IN NEXT BLOCK

r CONSERVE NATURAL RESOURCES.
PROTECT THE INNOCENT. VOU HAVE THE ]

RUSHT TO AN RTTORNEY ANP A
TOWEL 6Y JURY.

NO MATTER THE COST, RO0ONESTER WILL
weve? give up the fight to protect
DECENT AMERICANS’. — “

KOSONESTER KNOWS THAT WHENEVER HE PASSES A
POWER-UP, HE CAN'T GO BACK FOR IT. HE PROCEEDS
SLOWLY, LOOKING FOR A ROUTE UP TO THE LEDGES.
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I ACTRAISER
Christopher Rings Wouster, OH Finished
Jeff Williams Macon, GA Finished

Kedric Young Malvern, OH Finished

Bob Keraghan Amesbury, MA Finished

Dave Dellavecchia Philadelphia, PA Finished

Jonathan Martin Bloomingdale, OH Finished

Kari Mannoussakis Orlando, FL Finished
Anthony Moreno Flanders, NY Finished

BATMAN:
RETURN OF THE JOKER

Justin Guenley Overlake Park, KS Finished
Phillip Worf Carrollton, TX Finished
Jason & Dale Abshire Sulphur, LA Finished
Jason Preston

& Richard Walker Huber Heights, OH Finished

Tim Maker Mount Clemens, Ml Finished

Mason DeMusey Jackson, CA Finished

Jonathan Pearlman Bellmore, NY Finished

CASTLEVANIAH:
BELMONT'S REVENGE

Steve Fosse Pottstown, PA Finished

Alice Barker Vancouver, BC Finished

Michael Shifflett Pottstown, PA Finished

ICASTLEVANIAE
l

Shawn Gillum Austin, TX Finished

Michael Bruner Midwest City, OK Finished

Steve Wall Muskogee, OK Finished

Adam Hardaway Chesapeake, VA Finished

Phillip Dover Greenville, SC Finished

Christopher Goff Chicopeed, MA Finished
Keith Baldwin Highland Park, NJ Finished

I DR. MARIO I

Jason Lucchetta Kapuskasing, ON 165,200
Ginger Dike Denver, CO 1 19,400

I DRAKKHEN
I

Dorion Whitlock Union City, NJ Finished

Steve &

John Tsouromonis Haverhill, MA Finished

Charles Myers Trumbauersville, PA Finished

Justin Phalen Martinez, CA Finished

Peter Laub Franklinville, NY Finished

I FINAL FANTASY!
Dylan Story Granada Hills, CA Finished

James O'Rourke Derry, NH Finished
Patricia Robeski Phillipsburg, NJ Finished
Cole Kleinschmit Oshkosh, Wl Finished

Katherine Sanders Houston, TX Finished

Daniel Patrick Tulsa, OK Finished

Eileen Scott-Katz Northridge, CA Finished

Robert Mendonsa Pleasanton, CA Finished

Keith Keller Selden, NY Finished

1 FINAL FIGHT I

Brian Kuhlman
Tony Eberly

Jose Luis DeVera

Eric Pena
Vincent Jerman

Roseville, MN Finished

Arvada, CO Finished

Tamuning, GU Finished

San Antonio, TX Finished

Lincoln Park, NJ Finished

I- HOME ALONE I

David Marcantonio Sanger, CA Finished

Kevin Moot Eden Prairie, MN Finished

I THE LITTLE MERMAID
-

Adam Graff Pasadena, CA Finished

Matt & Zack Morton Bristol, TN Finished

Jimmy Zeitschel, Jr. Pasadena, MD Finished

Chris Tazelaar Lockport, IL Finished

Scott Mertz Midway, AR Finished

Scott Jung Southgate, Ml Finished

Byron Pong Los Angeles, CA Finished

Elizabeth Rosenfield Houston, TX Finished

MEGA MAN IN DR.
WILY'S REVENGE

Jennifer Keelsly Los Angeles, CA Finished
Patrick Cansler High Point, NC Finished

Andy McVey Jackson, Ml Finished

METROID n:

RETURN OF SAMUS
Christopher Guest Newark, DE Finished
Brandon Javier New Rochelle, NJ Finished

John Hartlaub Milford, OH Finished

John Nimmo Buffalo, NY Finished

Ryan Retting Tarzana, CA Finished

John Coyle Harlingen, TX Finished

Tyler Larson Mesa, AZ Finished

Chris Crawley Philadelphia, PA Finished

I MONOPOLY
Daryl Chamberlain Lowell, Ml Finished

Edward Ufford Detroit, Ml Finished

Carey Steward Matteson, IL Finished

Chris Hughes Pebble Beach, CA Finished

Jeff Thomas Ravenna, NE Finished

Michael Pettibone Rochester, NY Finished

Stephen Shaven Korea Finished

ROBIN HOOD:
PRINCE OF THIEVES

Wesley Floyd II Richmond, VA Finished

Andy Sobotka Stock Bridge, GA Finished

Jeremy Karger Glenwood, MN Finished

Bob Dunning Kentwood, Ml Finished

Scott Holloway Oklahoma City, OK Finished

I SUPER MARIOlANDl
Danielle Weller Brooklyn, NY Finished

Jeremy Klingel Portland, IN Finished

Jim & Jennifer Mott Shorehamd, NY Finished

Jack Ell Clearlake Oaks, CA Finished

I'SUPER MARIO WORLD
I

Tomi Curman Burnaby, BC Finished

Dave Routhier Shiloh, IL Finished

Sandy Madvor Pontiac, Ml Finished

Dan Rocca Mount Albert, ON Finished
Travis Abele Spring, TX Finished
Matt Pratscher Hobart, IN Finished

Daryl Lorimer Victoria, BC Finished

Antonio Bueno, Jr. Vancouver, BC Finished

TINY TOON
ADVENTURES

David Nolan Buchanan, NY Finished

Chris Dierschow West Chicago, IL Finished

John Magana Spokane, WA Finished

TMNT: FALL OF
THE FOOT CLAN

Caleb Miller Indianola, IL Finished

Michael Satterfield Richmond, VA Finished

Steven Farina Wyomissing, PA Finished

Scott McCahn Potomac, MD Finished
Steve Sherode Wendell, NC Finished

I U.N. SQUADRON!
Mark Driver

Mike Takahashi

Bob Keraghan
John Ali

Richmond, BC Finished

High Hill, MO Finished

Amesbury, MA Finished

Detroit, Ml Finished

Join the league of Power Players by
sending photos of your high scores to:

Nintendo Power Players
P.0. Box 97033

Redmond, WA 98073-9733
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TWO GUYS' OPINIONS ON THE LATEST RELEASES

ROB |

It’s time to take a look at the games that are now
playing, or are soon to be playing, at a store near

you. Let’s start by taking a swing at Baseball Stars II.

prf|npr I The first thing that you’ll probably notice
ucunuc J a |5OUt [his nes sequel is that it’s almost a

complete rehash of the original game. It’s so similar to the

original that there really doesn’t seem to be a reason to have it

ifyou already have Baseball Stars.

RflR 1 Since Baseball Stars II is a lot like the original
nuP • game, that means that it is a very good baseball

game. Players who don’t have the original really can’t go

wrong with this one. One of the things that I like about it is

the character animation. The movement ofthe players is very

realistic. I especially like the way that the fielders turn to toss

the ball. The different batting stances are also cool.

rcnorc I
Wfm I like about the game is the fact that you

UCUnUC J devel0p yOUr team by earning money after

victories in league play and using your winnings to recruit star

players. It really gives you incentive to play through the season

and see how well you can do. The amount ofmoney that you

earn depends on the prestige points ofyour players. If they’re

famous, more fans will flock to see them and you’ll take in

bigger cash prizes ifyou manage to win. This is the same way

that winnings are calculated in the original.

Baseball StarsI would be a good baseball game for players who don't own the

ROB
M You can also win big in Casino Kid 2. The

B original Casino Kid took place in stateside

casinos. In this game, the Casino Kid broadens his range and

attempts to break the bank in locations all over the world.

prnnpr I The games are Poker, Blackjack and Roulette.

UCUnUC | Eachofthe international opponents challenges

you to a round of his or her game. Ifyou succeed in winning

all of your opponent's cash, you can move on to the next

opponent with a larger bank account.

RflR 1 W y°u w‘ n ‘n t^e locations, you go up^ against a mysterious casino boss at the end of

the game. This loose story has some similarities to the concept

behind High Stakes, recently released for Game Boy. I think

that both Casino Kid 2 and High Stakes succeed in making

what could be a standard casino game more interesting by

introducing a story and a cast ofopponent characters.

PCftDPC 1 1 like that too. It’s a nice way to present what is

basically a collection of casino-type games.

Each of the opponents is rated with one, two or three medals.

If the opponent has only one medal, he or she has a small

account and will be easy to beat. An opponent with two or

three medals will have more money to begin with and will be

more difficult to defeat. You should take on the easy oppo-

nents first so that you can build up your account.
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prnnpr I Defenders of Dynatron City is our next game.
UCIlnllC I Besides starring in their own NES game, the

Defenders are featured in a recent cartoon special and a comic
book. Since the characters are pretty wild, it seems like it

would be a lot offun to control them through this adventure.

The problem is that there is a general lack ofcontrol. Shots are

slow to fire and, unless you are perfectly lined up with your
enemies, they elude your attack.

ROB 1|
* that this game is pretty fun. The

i

nuo
J graphics have a lot ofdetail and I like the idea

that you have these mutant characters that you can control. I

especially like the monkey who tosses exploding bananas. My
complaintwith itwould he that sometimes it’s difficult to pick

out your character from the background in the interior scenes.

Power Punch! follows boxer Mark T/ler through an interplanetary boxing match.

PFfiRPF I
There are quite a few sports games in thisUtunut J jssue

’

s listofreleases. The next one isRou ndball

:

2 on 2 Challenge. It’s a basketball game with several features.

ROB
J

Right. It’s a one- or two-player gamewith one-
c| on-one competition or two-on-t

the two-on-two game, two players can play on the same squad
or against each other.

PFflRPF I
There’s also a tournament mode where you

UCUIIUC I can try to t0p gjj Qf fhg computer-controlled

players. This game has clear graphics and good play control.

When you shoot near the basket, your character makes one of
several types of dunk shots. They’re all spectacular.

PFRRPF I
P°wer Punch II is next. Like Punch-Out, thisEunu

1 is a one-player boxinggame with a behind-the-

boxer perspective. The difference is that this boxing circuit

takes place in interplanetary settings. You control a human
boxing champion who is apparently looking for bigger chal-

lenges, so he’s set off to beat up an assortment of aliens.

ROR I
This is a very challenging game. You see statis-PPP * tics after each of three rounds that tell you how

many punches you’ve landed and how many times you’ve sent
your opponent to the mat. In my first match, I clearly lost the

battle of the stats and the match. The blue alien knocked me
down more times and landed more punches. In mysecond try,

though, I knocked him down three times, he knocked me
down once and I landed more punches, but he still got the
decision. That seems unfair.

You may have to score a KO in order to win,

considering that this creature does have the

home spaceship advantage'. I didn’t advance past this guy in

my two or three attempts either. It’s probably much easier

once you’ve played for a while. The game isn’t incredibly

polished. The graphics are onlyOK and the play control is not
very responsive, especially in the training mode.

POP I This game really favors the offensive players.

J In most cases, you can just run right up to the

basket and get a clear shot. The key to winning is getting

rebounds and steals.

prOppr |
I think that all of the action near the hoop

ucunuc J makes j t a mQre exciting game. Even though

you and I can’t make many spectacular basketball moves in

real life, at least we can do well on the video court.

ROB
NBA All-Star Challenge 2 is another recent

| basketball game. This one is designed forGame
Boy. It’s an updated version ofa game that was released about
a year ago.

rod I I’d like to see it made easier for players who arenUP • just starting out. It’d be nice to have at least one
easy victory before the bigger challenges.

rrnnrsai ^ ^hat r^e concept is pretty interesting.
UCUnUC | we haven’t seen a boxing game that takes place

on different planets before. Looking at the first fight, though,
it doesn’t seem like it’s much different from something that

might occur on Earth. I’d like to see stranger aliens.

PFflRPF I
This game features a star from every NBA

tjUgaSfiHJ team. Ten of the players are different from the

players featured in the original game. There are also two new
events that weren’t in the original. They are the three-point

shootout and the slam dunk competition. In the slam dunk
competition, you can choose from six listed moves. While
you’re training, there’s an X on the court that marks the place

where you should jump. But, in the actual competition,

you’re on your own. The moves are really cool.
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nnn With the addition of these events, the game is

rcUD I ef li^g an All-Star Weekend in a Game
Pak, without the old timers' game...

or uctual ttll-stat*game ifNclf. Instead, you can

play one-on-one using two stars of your choice.

[:
ram

^{f|
While you do see these different basketball

stars playing, I don't think the characters really

look like the actual players.

No. But they do play like the real players. If

you control Michael Jordan, who has an aver-

age of 29.7 points per game, and you play against Alvin

Robinson, wno averages 12.9 points per game, you have a

definite advantage.

NBA All-Star Challenge 2 update* Id popular predeceuer with lame naw ilari and

two naw ovonti,

nnn J I like the different ship designs and the way
1 that the ship looks kind ofghostly white against

the starfield background. Some of the other graphics are also

pretty interesting

Triple A ellowi you to tear through spore and sheet down enemy ships.

Let's move on to Super NES releases. There's

[

JICVVIU^I
g.um. billed all, but it really

doesn't have anything to do with the game of football.

ROB I
The name implies that it's something like

-J Cyberball. Instead, it's a first-person perspec-

tive game that takes place on an obstacle-packed field. You

control a futuristic vehicle and the computer controls another

vehicle. The object is to pick up this mushroom-shaped "ball"

and take it in to the goal at one end of the field.

ROB 1 Following its Super NES conversion, the arcade

hit Fit Fighter is now on its way to Game Boy.

The first thing that you notice about any

version of Pit Fighter is the graphics. They are

digitized photos of actual people making fighting moves.

Some people might like the sense of realism that this affords

while others mignt just think that the graphics are a novelty.

1 think they're well executed in the Game Boy version.

1 don't think that it's very easy to tell what the

characters are doing, but the play control in

this version is an improvement over the play control in the

Super NES game. It's very responsive and easy to figure out.M One thing that we should mention is that this

is a one-player game. The arcade and Super

NES versions ofthe game are both designed for two players to

play at the same time, but the Game Boy version is strictly a

solo event.

wnjMhpli
' jci

f-mrtti-

m, itii
Pit Fighter came* la Game ley with, according te our reviewer*, »eme Improvement!

ever the Super NiS version

Snin The next game on our list is Triple A. It's a

space shooter with an overhead view in the

tradition of SolarStriker. There doesn't appear to be anything

new or different in this game compared to others of its kind

You can set up the game to have a full screen

^ view of the action from your vehicle or a split-

screen view of the action from both vehicles. Either way, the

game is designed for just one player. The other vehicle is

always controlled by the computer.

ROB 1 * ^ink t*iaf 'ts real‘y 9u 'te difficult to tell

nup • what's going on in this first-person perspective.

You get the ball, but then you don't know where the goal is.

And, by the time you've found it, the other vehicle has

knocked the ball out of your grasp.

While it does make good use of the abilities of

t|,e § Uper NES, this title seems to be more of

an experiment in technology than a game.

Space Fastball put! yeu In the driver
1

! lest sf a fulurlitlc vehicle but, a* aur reviewer*

warn, It I* nsl related la preient day feelball
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GEORGE^ There are tWQ exee"ent driving games for the
1
UCUIHIE | Super NES reviewed in this issue. I prefer FI

ROC because of its use of the special effects made possible by
the Super NES. I also like the fact that you can buy a lot ofcool
items for your car.

ROB ^ Top Gear is my favorite ofthe two because two
1

nup * players can race at the same time. I think that

the competition between two players really adds a lot of
excitement to the game. There are a lot of different types of
tracks and conditions which also make the game fun.

YOUR GUIDE TO THE LATEST RELEASES
NES TITLE COMPANY PLAY INFO

POWER METER RATINGS
G P C T

GAME TYPE

BASEBALL STARSI ROMSTAR 2P-S/BATT 3.0 EH EH 3.5 BASEBALL
CASINO KID 2 SOFEL IP/PASS 2.8 3.3 3.0 3.3 GAME OF CHANCE
DEFENDERS OF DYNATRON CITY JVC IP 2.7 2.5 2.9 3.2 COMIC ADVENTURE
DRAGONSTRIKE FCI/PONY 2P-A/PASS 3.1 3.1 3.2 3.1 DRAGON BATTLE

LEMMINGS SUNSOFT IP/PASS 3.8 3.6 4.1 4.1 PUZZLE ACTION
POWER PUNCHII AM. SOFTWORKS IP/PASS 2.8 3.1 3.1 3.1 BOXING
ROUNDBALL: 2 ON 2 CHALLENGE MINDSCAPE 2P-S/PASS 2.9 3.1 3.2 2.9 BASKETBALL

STANLEY: THE SEARCH FOR DR. LIVINGSTON ELECTRO BRAIN IP 2.9 3.0 3.3 3.3 COMIC ADVENTURE

GAME BOY TITLE COMPANY PLAY INFO
POWWm RATINGS

METROIDH: RETURN OF SAMUS
NBA ALL-STAR CHALLENGE 2

NINTENDO

UN
IP/BATT

2P-S

4.1 4.1 4.3 4.3 SCI-FI ADVENTURE

3.7 3.0 3.3 3.8 BASKETBALL
PIT FIGHTER THO IP 3.0 2.7 2.7 2.8 FIGHTING
STAR WARS CAPCOM IP 3.6 3.2 3.2 3.4 SCI-FI ADVENTURE
TRIPLEA IGS IP 3.2 3.1 2.9 2.9 SCI-FI ACTION

SUPER NES TITLE PLAY INFO
G P C T

ARCANA HAL AMERICA IP/BATT 17 00 00 00 ROLE PLAYING

FI ROC SETA IP/BATT 3.3 3.6 3.S 3.S RACING
KRUSTY'S SUPER FUN HOUSE ACCLAIM IP/ PASS 3.7 3.5 3.3 3.7 PUZZLE ACTION
SPACE FOOTBALL (ONE ON ONE) TRIFFIX IP 3.4 2.4 2.6 2.9 FUTURISTIC SPORTS

SPANKY'S QUEST NATSUME 1P/PASS 3.3 3.1 2.9 2.8 PUZZLE ACTION
TOP GEAR KEMCO 2P-S/PASS 3.5 3.7 1L 3.7 RACING

mmm
Vou con gel the most out of our

game chart by understanding
the categories. Title, Company
and Game Type are self

explanatory. Use this Key to

understand Play Info and the

valuable Power Meter ratings.

PLAY INFO
Gamesaremadetobeplayed with as many
as four players. Some also employ a battery

orpasswordtosavegameplaydata.

IP .ONE PLAYER

2P-S.TW0 PLAYERS SIMULTANEOUS
2P-A.TW0 PLAYERS ALTERNATING
BATT. BATTERY

PASS. PASSWORD

POWER METER
The Pros at Nintendo HQ rate

each new game. Ratings are

from 1 Ipoorl to 5 lexcellentl In

fourdlfferent categories.

G . GRAPHICS AND SOUND
P . PLAY CONTROL
C . CHALLENGE

T . THEME AND FUN
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The gargantuan, swirling mass of numbers has been tamed once again! The votes cast by the

Players, Pros and Dealers have been tabulated and they have collectively deemed the following

games as the Top 20 for this month.

SUPER MARIO BROS. 3

2 POINTS

l 4 MONTHS

)

TECMO SUPER BOWL

BATTLETOADS

A whopping success at the

Dealer level helps the sequel

to Tecmo Bowl rocket to the

number 2 position this

month.

It seems like the Battletoads

should be more of a threat to

the Mario Bros, because their

first game is such a treat.

The gap narrows in the race

for glory in the NES category.

Once again, the plumbers
prevail and hold on to the

tide.

DR. MARIO

9 TETRIS

[10 ks8& I
METROID

11 POINTS JTMNT II: THE ARCADE GAME

12 POINTS SUPER MARIO BROS. 2

13 . 5 CRYSTALIS

34 POINTS] TINY TOON ADVENTURES

lljrUB MEGA MAN1
16 POINTS ] CASTLEVANIA D: DRACULA'S CURSE

[17 points I
MEGA MAN I

H MEGA MAN EZ
Mega Man is placin

several of his games o

the Top 20, but this one

is attaining the highest

status level.

THE LEGEND Of ZELDA is POINTS ;
ZELDA I: THE ADVENTURE OF LINK

Although

SI'S 9 available in stores, Link’s

first adventure still

POINTS] strongly appeals to the

Players and Pros.

1 19 pkiwsl THE SIMPSONS: rart is. ihe world

120 POINTS MONOPOLY
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SUPER NES

10,183
POINTS

6 MONTHS ]

SUPER MARIO WORLD

1

8,112
POINTS

6 MONTHS

F-ZERO

The top 3 games are a repeat

from the past couple of
months. However, don’t be
surprised if the order shuffles

soon, Mario.

Is this what the future of rac-

ing holds for us? Who knows.
One thing’s for sure—it’s def-

initely exciting!

THE LEGEND OF ZELDA:S
Comfortably residing at num-
ber 3, A Link To The Past

continues to blow other
games away in the Pros Picks

category.

CASTLEVANIAI 1 FINAL FANTASY I

6,572
POINTS

Mr. Belmont whips his

way back into the Super
NES top 5. Can he keep
a grip on it?

6,379
POINTS

The Nester Award,
which this game received

for Most Innovative, is

definitely well-deserved.

OHD final fight

[7 points i slciW

8 M ACTRfllSER

9 CONTRA I

(EM SUPER GHOULS 'N GHOSTS

31 POINTS ] JOHN MADDEN’S FOOTBALL

32 POINTS
,
PILOTWINGS

31 POINTS WWF SUPER WRESTLEMANIA

14 4?
vs U1 SQUADRON

~
15M SUPER SMASH T.V.

36 POINTS] HOME ALONE

31 POINTS SUPER OFF-ROAD

,18 ws LEMMINGS

19 »d“vs TRliECOLF CLASSICS: WHUEC.C.'

[20 kIink 1
JOE i MAC: caveman ninjas

GAME BOY

METROID n

SUPER MARIO LAND

BATTLETOADS

7 MONTHS

DR. MARIO

4,258
POINTS

Moderately strong in

each category, the good
Dr. is in vety stable con-

dition at number 4.

3,713
POINTS

SAMUS
Strong vodng in each catego-

ry vaults Samus into tne
number 1 slot again. A very

impressive showing, indeed!

TMNTH: BACK FROM THE SEWERS

j
FINAL fantasy adventure

Safely tucked away at number
2, Mario’s Game Boy adven-

ture slips a bit in the Pros vot-

ing statistics.

(
9 POINTS FINAL FANTASY LEGEND 0

10 k$1nts CASTLEVANIAI : BELMONTS REVENGE

31 POINTS FACEBALL 2000

[
12 pohtsI TERMINATOR 2: judgment dav

31 POINTS] FINAL FANTASY LEGEND

14 7:
0. MEGA MAN I

The 'Toads will have to jump
twice as high if they hope to

MEGA MAN"™"’
Mega Man’s first Game
Boy adventure may be
losing some ground to

his second adventure.
We’ll wait and see.

[ILL POINTS OPERATION C

1 16 pb”rsl TMNT: fall of the foot clan

IT7M1 F I RACE

38 POINTS SUPER R.C. PRO-AM

19 4^; KID ICARUS

20 POINTS HOME ALONE
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WHAT ARE YOUR FAVORITE NES GAMES?
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Nintendo Power: How do you like

being on "Married.. .With Children"?

David Faustino: I love it. I've been play-

ing Bud for the lust six years. It's a

blasts— it's like my home. 1 hate to brag,

but I'd watch it even if I weren't on it. I

guess I'm a fan of my own show. It's hin-

ny, and everybody's really cool.

NP: Are you anything like Bud?
DF: I'm nothing like him. Bud Bundy is

basically a con artist who doesn't get

many girls. I'm not a nerd.

NP: What do you do for fun?

DF: I love to play Nintendo games.
Every night before we go out, my friends

and I play on my friend's huge T.V.
Once we get started, we don't want to

stop. Before you know it someone says,

“Looks like it's ping to be a Nintendo

night." I also like basketball and snow
skiing, and I'm very into martial arts. I

have a blue belt in Tae Kwon Do.
NP: How did you like Contra III?

DF: I loved id It's a very eool'game—the

graphics are great. And it's difficult,

which is good. I haven't gotten past the

fourth level. I play with my little brother,

Michael, who is Mr. Nintendo himself.

My friends call him "Mario," and he

really kicks butt.

NP: What's your favorite Nintendo
game?

DF: For Game Boy, my favorite is still

Tetris. I'll never get bored with it because

I’m not very good at it! Game Boy is

really popular on the set. One of our

producers gave everyone in the cast a

Game Boy when we went on tour
recently. You should have seen all of us

on the plane with our Game Boys— it

was really funny.

NP: Why do you think Nintendo games

are so popular?

DF: They're modern high tech fun, the

kind of thing that your grandmother
can't believe. Flaying Nintendo games is

really eool=it keeps kids out of trouble.

And it's amazing hew good the graphics

are getting.

NP: What are your plans for the future?

DF: I love acting, but the reality is that

there are thousands of actors in

Hollywood, and only about two percent

are working actors. I feel really lucky

now, but I can't predict the future so I

have other goals in mind. I'm working
on two short films, producing one and
directing the other, I have a nightclub,

BALYSTX, that's a dance club in

Hollywood for all ages, and I have a rap

group called "Lil'D.

NP: A rap group? That's cool.

DF: Yeah, my first album is coming out

soon, and one of the songs is called "I

Told Ya." It's about me finally starting

the group and being on the show. It

starts like this:

Lil’D standing tall atfive-foot three

Yeah, but I’m as tough as can be

I’m the hot hotD -A - V-E
No matter what I be-E
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A LOOK INTO
THE GAMES OF
THE FUTURE

Super FaceballONS

The programmers of Su-

per Faceball 2000 from BulletproofSoft-

ware and the Canadian programming

company, Xanth, have been staying up

late to get Pak Watch a finished version

of their Super NES sequel to Faceball

2000 for Game Boy. Now we’re the

ones losing sleep. The idea of Faceball,

in its purest form, is that you and an

opponent become smiling shapes called

Smiloids who enter a maze and proceed

to trackeach otherdown. When you see

your opponents, you tag them with a

ball. Okay, so it’s a simple idea. So was

the wheel, but it was a beginning. Once
you enter the maze (or arena) you have

a3-D, first-person perspective. The 360
degree scrolling is so smooth that you

truly get drawn into the setting. You
have lots of options, too, from two-

player arena matches to single-player

games in which you must clear many
increasingly difficult levels filled with

evil Smiloids.Your PakWatch die-hards

concentrated on playing the two-player

arena game and discovered that our

opponents, if not actually evil, were

certainly bent on wiping the silly smiles

offour faces. The strategies ofsneaking

up on opponents or ambushing them

changed with each arenaand each match.

That’s where the fun came in— making

new strategies and catching our oppo-

nents off guard. We even learned to

cheat by watching our opponents’ view

on the split screen. Of course, we usu-

ally glanced over just in time to see

ourselves getting nailed! Have a nice

day. Right. In addition to all the fun,

feastyour eyeson the great backgrounds.

Just remember that the action takes

place down in the maze and not up in

the stands or the stars.
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NCAA Basketball hal AMERICA

Programmers at Sculptured Software

have been working overtime to put the

final touches on NCAA Basketball for

Hal America, and the results look im-

pressive. What sets this B-ball game for

the Super NES apart from the crowd—
besides the fact that the game doesn’t

have acrowd in thestands— is that it uses

Mode 7 graphics to carry you into the

action on the court. The viewpoint re-

volves to a position above and behind
the ball handler, so yourview is basically

what you would see on the court. Ru-
mor has it that the Sculptured crew
discovered this unique approach at a

local gym where they could look down
on a basketball court from a second floor

running track. Pretty clever. At first, the

quickly shifting perspective had us reeling

in confusion. But the brain is a wonderful

thing and adapts rapidly to new stimuli,

especially when the NCAA champion-

ship is at stake. That takes us to thesecond

great part of this cart. You can play as

almost every major team in Division I

basketball except for teams in the PAC 1

0

and Big 1 0. You can take that team all the

way through the conferenceseason and, if

you’re good enough, to the NCAA tour-

nament and the Final Four.

Out Of This World interplay

Out of This World is the

well-named Super NES game coming
out soon from Interplay. Not only does

this action/adventure use some out of
this world new programming tech-

niques, but the game itself is pretty far

out, too. The most striking part of the

game, to this Pak Watcher, was the

cinematic techniques used. Zooms,
extreme close-ups, wide-view pans and
cutaway shots are all employed for great

dramatic effects. The graphics them-
selves are created using polygon pro-

gramming, which means that various

shapes are used to make objects and

W Vw7m |

backgrounds. The game itself also has

some interesting features. The story, in

a nutshell, is that scientist Lester Knight

Chaykin is trying to survive in an alter-

nate dimension. In each action stage,

you’ll have to survive attacks while fig-

uring out the secret key of how to get

past seemingly insurmountable ob-

stacles. The action and control are slow,

so at times you may think you are being

defeated by extra-dimensional baddies

unfairly. Chances are, though, that you
need to trysome other planofaction. The
animation is reminiscent of Prince of

Persia—you can jump, kneel or walk, and
operate other objects. We expea to see a

lot ofimitations ofthis type ofcinematic
game, emphasizing graphics and stories.
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Mario Paint
Nintendo will soon release

a unique product that isn’t even a game.

Mario Paint, for the Super NES, is a

paint program that allows budding art-

ists to draw pictures and animate them.

You can use the existing palette and

painting tools to create your master-

piece, or use the Stamp Mode to create

small, intricate images thatcan be placed

on the screen. The picture shown here

ofNintendo HQ and a Pak Watcher’s

car actually consists of free-hand draw-

ings and Stamp images.

First there was the pigskin, then Mon-
day Night Football, and now (or very

soon) there will be Super Play Action

Football(SPAF)—a Super NES game
from Nintendo. Football freaks beware:

you won’t have to wait until Saturday or

Sunday for hard-hitting gridiron ac-

tion. With SPAF, every day can be a

bowl day! The thing that most im-

presses this PakWatcherabout thegame
is the sheer size of it. You can play any

NFL team, any major college team, or a

high school team. You can play a game
or a season. You can watch rankings

change. You can check stats. You can go

crazy trying to pick a play from all the

options available in the Pro level. If

there’s a problem with this Pak, it’s also

the sheer size of it. You can’t learn to

play it in a few minutes, but a little

patience goes a long way. It just takes

guts and determination. Other future

offerings from Nintendo include Spe-

JOFOOTBAU^JEW?

NUMB m as

ALABAMA

NINTENDO

cial Tee-Shot, ahybrid golf/billiardsgame,

Wave Race, which pits up to four jet ski

racers against each other on several water

raceways,and Kirby’s Dreamland, wherein

a little fellow named Kirby has many side-

scrolling adventures inside a Game Boy.

Jeep Jamboree
Virgin Games has been

working on a ton of new games for all

three systems. InJeepJamboree,forGame

Boy, the idea is to race the toughest

vehicles in historyoversome ofthe rough-
est tracks on Earth. You can race against

the computer or another player in bone-

rattling, first-person perspective.TheSpot

character, in Spot II for the Super NES,
takes on a cool personality of its own as it

makes itsway through a graphically beau-

tiful and quirky universe. For the NES,
Prince ofPersia is the most exciting game
in the works. This NES version of the

Game Boy “Prince” shares thesame super

animation and clever puzzles. For the

Super NES, Super Slam Dunk is in the

works~an easy to control hoop cart that’s

great for fens of the fast break. Virgin is

alsobusywith Caesar’s Palace,GolfPower,

and a Paint program—all for the NES—
plus M.C. Kids for Game Boy. Fables &
Fiends for the Super NES rounds out

Virgin’s upcoming game list.
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JAPAN WATCH
For many years, video gamers have looked to Japan for news of the latest

developments in games and new game technology. Things may be starting to change
now that the U.S. market has grown so large. This Pak Watcher recently reviewed

Game Pak stats for Tokyo area retailers and discovered that many of the top games
there are also the top games here in the U.S. The figures, taken from early spring,

show that Yoshi, Mega Man 4, Tiny Toon Adventures and Super Mario Bros. 3 were
the hottest games for the Famicom (NES). On the Super Famicom front, Romanc-
ing Saga, Legend of the Mystical Ninja, Hyperzone, The Legend of Zelda: A Link
To The Past, Super Mario World and Dragon Bull (a unique, card matching game
from Bandai) were the sales leaders. Top Game Boy titles included Yoshi, Tiny
Toons, Saga III, Super Marioland and Metroid II. Of all those best selling games,
only four weren’t available on this side of the Pacific during the time of the survey.

Of those four, one, Zelda: A Link to the Past, is now out in the U.S. and both Saga
III and Romancing Saga are scheduled for release in the future. In other words, it

looks like the Game Gap is closing quickly.

GOSSIP GALORE
As usual, the Pak Watch desk has been flooded with pics and Paks for games that

are still in development. So, you might ask, if it’s already in development, what is

it doing in Gossip Galore? The truth is that some games we hear about are never

released; in fact, some games that we play are never released. Gossip Galore is just

a good way to keep you up-to-date with what might happen.

One product that sounds great is Capcom’s Competition Joystick for the NES and
Super NES. With Turbo and an 8-way stick, the controller should make a big

difference for action game fans. Rival Turf from Jaleco should get street-fighting

fans excited, while simulation fans will be interested to hear that Jaleco has long-term

plans to bring Utopia—a mix ofSimCity and Populous on an interstellar scale—to

the Super NES. Much closer to reaching your Super NES is Super Double Dragon
fromTradewest. Is Marion still in big trouble? Stay tuned. Your dutiful PakWatcher
is also tuning in Acclaim for a peek at Spiderman II for Game Boy. Tom & Jerry

aren’t exactlysuper heroes, butH i-Tech Expressions has high hopes for aSuperNES
game ofcat and mouse. Interplay is workingon a SuperNES game called Clay Mates
that has not only a cat and mouse, but a fish, gopher, and bird, too.

P3mM3
Bart's Nightmare

The Duel: Test Drive IE

Magic Sword
Out of this World
The Rocketeer

Street Fighter II

Super Battletank

Super Faceball

Super Play Action

Football

TMNT Iff: Turtles In Time
True Golf Classics:

Pebble Beach
Ultrabots:

Sanction Earth

Wings 2
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BACK ISSUESNEXT ISSUE
COMING NEXT MONTH IN VOLUME 38

STREET FIGHTER H
The number one arcade hit arrives for the Super NES! Look for

an extensive review on Ken, Ryu, Chun Li, Blanka, Dhalsim and

more of the world’s best fighters.

-CAPCOM'S

GOLD MEDAL CHALLENGE
Our review of Capcom’s Gold Medal Challenge will let you in

on how to go for the gold in a collection of athletic events, just in

time for the Summer Olympics!

WAVE RACE
Jump aboard your Personal Water Craft and watch the spray fly

as you leave your opponents swamped. Nintendo’s newest 4-

player simultaneous Game Boy game makes a splash next month.

NCAA BASKETBALL
From the season opener to the Final Four, take a look at college

basketball from the inside out with Hal America’s unique per-

spective on the fastest game in town.

These Nintendo Power bock issues ore available

individually. Add them to your collection! They con-

tain these exciting reviews:

Volume 26 (July '9
1
): Robin Hood, Rockin' Kats,

The Little Mermaid.
Volume 27 (Aug. '91): Ninja Gaiden 3, Dragon
Warrior II& m, Darkman.
Volume 28 (Sept. '91): Super Mario World, Star

Wars, Smash TV, Kick Master.

Volume 29 (Oct. '9
1
): Star Trek, F-Zero, Metroid,

Shatterhand, Roger Clemens MVP Baseball.

Volume 30 (Nov. '91): Final Fantasy II, Tom &
Jerry, Where In Time Is Carmen Sandiego?,

Flintstones, Ultimate Air Combat.
Volume 3

1
(Dec. '91): Tiny Toon Adventures,

Batman: Return of the Joker, ActRaiser, Metroid

II: Return of Samus (Game Boy).

Volume 32 (Jan. ‘92): Mega Man T5L, Monster In

My Pocket, Tecmo Super Bowl.
Volume 33 (Feb. ‘92): TMNT HI: The Manhattan
Project, The Simpsons: Bart vs. The World,
Rampart, Gl Joe: The Atlantis Factor.

Volume 34 (Mar. '92): The Empire Strikes Back,

Terminator 2, Nightshade, McKids, Lemmings,
Zelda: A Link To The Past.

Volume 3S (Apr. '92): Captain America 8t The
Avengers, T8.C 2: Thrilla's Surfari, Yoshi.

Volume 36 (May '92): Darkwing Duck, Wacky
Races, RoboCop 3, Work Boy, Super Adventure
Island, Contra m, Xardion, Super Soccer.

To order use the Back Issue/Tip Book Order
Form in this magazine or call our Consumer
Service number to purchase by credit card.

SPECIAL OFFERS
Issues from our first two years are available

only in special collector's sets. You won't find

these extremely helpful issues at newsstands!

Costlevania H-

Simon's Que
Zelda E-The
Adventures of

TMNT

Volumes 1 through 6 featuring classic games are

included in the First-Year Set.

Mega Man II

Dragon Warrior
Super Mario Bros. 3
Tetris

Final Fantasy

Five of the most popular NES games of all time

are featured in Volumes 7 through 12.

3RD YEAR SET NOW AVAILABLEI

STRATEGY GUIDES
AND TIP BOOKS

Nintendo Power's Strategy Guides and tip

books cover some of the most popular games
ever and contain the most complete informa-

tion. If you like these games and want to know
every single detail about them-these Strategy

Guides are definitely the way to go!

STRATEGY GUIDES:

TIP BOOKS:
The Legend of Zelda: Tips and Tactics

How to Win at Super Mario Bros.

Use the Back Issue/Tip Book Order Form in this

magazine to order your books today.
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PLAYER'S GUIDES

scoop on 1 8 c

hottest NES gomes
released. Think o( it as your

map to NES success!

Comprehensive

coverage of 1 36 Game
Boy titles. This is by far the best

source of information for Game Boy.

'MiniendtfJ

:e to find the inside story

>lus a whopping 1 40-page

of Super Mario World for

_
the Super NES.

information

on 55 Super NES titles and detailed reviews

of 19 spectacular games!

ZELDA PLAYER'S GUIDE
THE COMPLETE SCOOP ON A LINK TO THE PAST

Have you finished the game yet? Maybe you have,

but do you know everything about it? Our new

Player's Guide gives you all of the important infor-

mation about A Link To The Past. You'll get much

more than just straight game play information. It

goes as far as educating the reader about the history

of the Hyrulian culture. This is a must-have book

for all Zelda fans!

THIS 168-PAGE GUIDE IS AVAILABLE NOW!
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Classic power. Portable power. Super

power. Any wa^you play, you'll win

with Nintendo-three times over.
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Our goal is to try and preserve classic videogame magazines

from years gone by before they are lost forever.

Thanks goes out to all the people who make this possible.

From the original editors and writers,

to everyone involved in acquiring and digitizing these magazines.

People interested in helping us out, in whatever way possible.

Either by donating classic magazines, scanning, editing or distributing them,

visit us at http://www.retromags.com

We are only interested in preserving classic magazines

that are at least 5 yeans out ofprint.

We have no desire or intention to profit from these in any way.

So please, ifyou come across people trying to sell these releases, don't support them!

Thank You and ENJOY!


